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INSTRUCTOR'S INTRODUCTION

These Comprehensive Policy Plans for Gladstone were prepared over
a period of approximately five weeks by two teams of graduate students
pursuing a MUS in Planning at Portland State University. 1hese plans
were

preced~d

by a comprehensive series of inventories covering all the

planning elements addressed in the'plans. In both studies the students
were asked to focus on policy options and recommendations. In addition
to this document

and the inventory report, the students prepared many

maps and di,agrams to illustrate both their inventories and plans.
Unfortunately, due to printing limitations these could not be reproduced.

The students worked very hard and I am proud of their efforts. Many came
from social science backgrounds and had little experience with the
theory and practise of physical planning. They explored new ideas and
presentation.techniques and took on inventory areas that were totally
unfamiliar to them.

All of this would not have been possible without the total cooperation
of the City of Gladstone. In particular, I would like to thank Mike Butts
the 'Planning Director and his assistant George Samaan for their
continued support and encour,agement. They have rendered a valuable
service to the students, the University, and myself.

I would also like to thank my, graduate assistant, Ed. Huang for helpi!lg
out on all the logistics that an effort like this requires.

Dave Richen
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GLADSTONE COHl?REHENSIVE POLICY PLAH - EXECUTIVE SUNNARY

The following policy plan and accompanying maps provide dir
ection for Gladstone's future development. Although somewhat flex
ible, the policies inco.rporate sufficient detail to provide guidance
or direction. The plan should be updated as necessary to reflect
changing conditions and needs; however, the plan should be updated
a minimum of each five year Deriod.
A set of city-wide policies were developed which apply to the
entire jurisdiction, meeting requirements of state and regional
:planning agencies. A :planning process is established; land use
planning is uti~ized to further energy conservation. The city or
area within the urban growth boundary was divmed into five plan
ning districts or_neighborhoods. City-wide policies, as appropriate,
are fuxther refined in each neighborhood.
Gladstone is primarily a residential community and, in our
judgment, wish~s to remain so (the plan was developed in the absense
of citizen involvement and political input). The plan enhances
residential aspects and amenities within the urban growth boundary.
In otherwords, the policies are oriented to improving and diver
sifying the quality of human environment in Gladstone.
To accomplish this end, other factors or "elements tl must be
considereQ.

If Gladstone is to remain a residential area, various

services to support the city's population must be provided. Simi
larly, one must insure compatability between new construction ru~d
existing development.
In ~er to assure compatability and adequate provision of
services, a facilities design review board was established. Their
charge is to review all aspects of proposed development exclusive
of single lot, sir~le family dwellings.
Economic development .policies were promulgated so that ser
vice costs are equitably distributed between commercial and resi
dential uses. A business tax is to be incrementally phased-in
city-wide over a five year period.
Transportation facilities are integral to most areas, Gladstone .

,

I

;1

:1,I
f

being no exception.

Modal diversity (many types of transportation)

is policy as is emphasis on energy conserving transpo~ation sys
tems. Increased use of ma.ss. ~transit is planned for the area. Park
and Ride lots will be incrementally established utilizing vacant
portions of existing parking lots. I·lass transit, eventually light
rail, is promoted on the Portland Traction Right-of-Way.
McLoughlin Boulevard is 'a major consideration in Gladstone
as the majority of commercial activity is located on or near it.
A set of policies oriented specifically to its problems were formu
lated. Space conservation incentives are forriarded, intensifying
use densities at easily accessible points, e.g. intersections. A
median divider stip is provided utilizing trees as screens or shields.
Turnout refuges are retained. Aesthetic appeal of the commercial
strip will be enchanced.
Provisions fo~ a diversity of adequate housing oriented to al
ternative lifestyles and economic status are provided. Rehabilita
tion programs are established as is public and quasi~public housing.
Small lots, down to 4500 square feet and energy conservation measures
are encouraged.
Recreation sites and areas are provided for a variety of in
terests and activities. The Clackamas and willamette Rivers iluluence
the area and are conserved, not exploited.
This play will serve as a catalyst to direct the communitys!
goals, objectives, and policies toward an orderly comprehensive
development.

!
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PREFACE

f

I
The .following comprehensive policy plan was developed by stu
dents pursuing a ~lasters of Urban Studies, Planning Degree at Port
land State Unive:r:sity for a course titled "Comprehensi-ve Planning
\

At the onset we would like to express our apprecla.tion
to Dave Richen for his guid~ce throughout .the course, to Mike'
Butts, Director of Pla.ruling. Gladstone and Associate Planner George
Samaan, and all others assisting us in the preparation of this docu
menttlc
Our prime concern i& to produce a document which is implemental
or enforceable, flexible ye~ lending direction 'for future develop
ment in compliance with legal requirements, a.n~ perhaps most impor
tantly, understandable. We .view the plan as a "draft" and have pro
iorksh~p."

"

vided left margin comment space.
This document was prepared for citizens, interested persons,
.and those "applying" the plan. Hence, to develop a document useful
to a wide variety of individuals, esoteric jargon and reference
to statutory and common law has been largely Aeleted so that more
than planners, city councils, planning commissions, and city mana
gers can readily grasp its concepts and underlying principles.
Planning has changed substantially in Oregon since 1974. The
Land Conservation Development Commission (LCDC) has adopted a series
of 15 goals and accompanying guidelines which have been applied to
all area.s of the State. Similarly, The Columbia. Region Association
of Governments (CRAG) has developed three goals and ten objectives
which will be applied directly and indirectly to lands within its
jurisdiction. Two landmark State Supreme Court decisions, Fasand
V. Washington County Commissioners, and Baker V. City of ltIilwaukie,
Oregon also lend substantial direction to planning. Briefly, the
above statutory and common laws mandate a comprehensive, coordinated
planning process considering a number of "elements" or areas. The
plans have full legal status and authority, and have been likened
to an "impermanent constitution".

1

In otherwords, the plan is a

I

legal document and its provision must be carried out or imple
mented.

This is particularly importa;."1t

rega~\iing

zoning or the

designation of an appropriate use of a parcel(s) of land.
Requirements of LeDe, CRAG, and the court decisions above, and
other legal requirements have been incorporated in the following
docll11lent.
It 1s fully intended

t~t

this plan be revised as necessarJ

to incorporate changes and progress towards its application ru1d
citizen's inputs. The plan should be evaluated at periods not ex
ceeding five years.

Similarly, it is not intended that the plan

be a tool or device to unjusly segregate or alienate any area or
group, nor to be used as an investment "guarantee."
Although statewide and regional goals have been developeCL and
adopted, the plan further elaborates its own goals.

A comprehensive

policy.plan is presented for the entire city inside its urban growth
boundary.
planni~g

The city is· further divided into five neighborhoods or
districts.

Policies for each neighborhood area are pre

sented which allow existing characteristics and potentials to be
enhanced.

Neighborhood policies are consistent with city policies

and are a refinement of those city policies tailored to that parti
cular area.
~"1

In its entirety, the policy plan lends direction to

integrated system composed of sUb-systems or areas.
The plan was developed in the .virtual absense of both citizen

participation

~"1d

political input.

policies, or goals be

const~ed

In no way should any boundaries,

to have been developed with the aid

of these processes.
The citizen involvement process is integral to not only the
plan development but also the plan implementation.

Due to the time

constraints of the working period, this aspect was necessarily eli
minated.

Recognizing the importance of public input, a citizen

involvement ~lement was formulated consistent with state require
ments and is f01L.'1d on Page 18. It is recommended that this pro
posal be seriously considered for implementation in Gladstone.

2

Respectfully submitted,
Gary Cook
Colleen Greer Acres
Richard Givens
Thiam Kamara
Richa~

:P,earson

Larry Smith
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INTRODUCTION
The City of Gladstone lies at the confluence of the Willamette
and Clackamas Rivers, approximatelY ten miles south and east of
the Portland City Center. Along part of the south and west borders
the city adjoins Oregon City and West Linn to form the Tri-City area
in Clackamas County. On the north it confronts the unincorporated
~

areas 'of Jennings Lodge and qak Grove. Near the freeway the city
edges on a natural marsh, separating it from Johnson City. The re
maining border to -the'

ClacI~

River is in the immediate area of

the new proposed Clackamas Regional Shopping Center an~ many' large
industrial sites. 'Directly opposite the C~ackamas River adjacent
to the city are -the. areas designated as the urban bound~ for the
region,-a, slp-aLI unincor:porated low density, housing district, and a
. substantial flooctp.laln a.r:ea. (See Nap 1 and 2).
Platted in 1893. the qity has grown to a population of approxi
mately 8,000. CRAG has projected the year 2000 peopulation to be
approximately 17.. 000 within the Gladstone Urban GroHth Boundary (See .
It1ap 1 and 2).

Using 'the same projections, the anticipated year 2000

population within the existing city limits would be approximately
Table 1 illustrates t~e historic population increase of Glad
stone from 1920 through 1960. Incorporation lias achieved in 1911.

13,000.

I'

TABLE I

HISTORI 0 POPULATION

YEAR'
POPU-.LATIOH
Source:

1920
1,069

GRO~ITH

OF GLADSTONE

1940
1950
1,629
2,434
Economic Indicators, 1972 CRAG
1930
1,348

1960 1970
3,8.54 6,2.54

The period from 1940 to 1960 clearly illustrates the suburbani
zation phenomenon following World War II.
tinuation of this trend.

The 1960's reflect a con

Although named for an English nobleman, the Gladstone area was
reportedly a favored village site for Indians prior to settlement
by pioneers.
Gladstone was previously a cultural center in the Portland
area. Remnants of this activity can be found; however, the cultural
activity itself is largely vestigial.
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The City is somewhat split by two major thoroughfares: McLough
lin Boulevard on the west side and Interstate 205 on the east side.
Commercial activities are largely restricted to McLoughlin, with
some commerce existing in the Central Business District (OBD). The
CED is not easily accessible nor well used by Gladstone residents.
The CBD is in or is nearing a, "transitiOll;.:t.l phase" such that short
term Q~ near fut~e actions will probably be important in determin
ing its future. The short term actions must be coordinated or com
patible liith,. long term development desires.
Gladstone is primarily a residential community and therein lies
its strength. The City has been allocated to five neighborhoods
or planning districts. These areas are based upon similar social
and. socioeconomic characteristics. and axe bounded by distinct geo
graphical features such as major streets and roads (See Map 2).
The area generaily faces south and west towaDi efther the ~illa
mette or Clackamas Rivers. The north central area offers excellent
views ~~d is developing rapidly. The rivers are a major geographic
factor and influence the area. !'~uch of the area. is "transitional"
OJ: nearing a rapid rate of change in character.
Residential characteristics vary widely by neigh~Qrhood. Ov~r
all housing stock is quite good. New residences are found primarily
in neighborhoods three. and four (See Nap 2). Older homes cover much
of the remaining areas and are generally in good to very good condi
tion. A large parcel of land , approximately 48 acres is orlned by
the Seventh Day Adventist Group. The SDA land is ~argely vacant
~1d is used only two weeks each summer.
A more complete discussion
is contained in the description of neighborhood five.
Team concenSllS was that the most import~~t ruld well recognized
aspect of Gladstone is its residential character. The plan i?
heavily oriented to tqis assumption and capitalizes on that aspect.
A more detailed description of the area and a sense of regional
contribution is contained in Gladstone Comprehensive Plan Elements:
InventoXj- and Policy Options.

5

GOALS
INTENT~

It is the intent o~ this document that the following goals be
considered statements of broad values which will lend direction to
the development of Gladstone, consistent with requirements of State
and Regional considerations.

GOAL I

Physical development of Gladstone shall be compatible
with the retention and enhancement of residential
characteristics and amenities.

GOAL II

Social development of Gladstone shall be directed
to accomodate and enhance existing neighborhoods
and lend a sense of community and identity to the
area.

GOAL III

Physical, sotial, and economic development proposals
shall be thoroughly evaluated against an adeq~te
factual base to assure their actions result in an
orderly, beneficial change which will respond to the

,I

needs and livability of Gladstone.

Ii

I

"

i
~

i
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POLICY RULES

·1

Issues or "elements" will be addressed at the city level and
policies formulated accordingly. Each neighborhood differs in com
and geographic orientation. with this concept in mind.
policies pertaining to a particular neighborhood are formulated

~osition

which are consistent with, and are a further refinement of city-wide
policies. Not all city-wide policies are addressed by each neigh
borhood as neighborhood composition and location delegates non-ap
plicability in some cases. In this instance, city~wide policies
shall prevail. In the event of both city and neighborhood policies
regarding an issue, the policy most consistent with citizen wants

~..

and needs shall prevail. Need 9hal1 be determined by evaluation
against an adequate factual base and public input.
Definitions of key words or phrases are not included .due to
.
t+
time constraints. The importance of explicit meaning is well recog
nized. In the event of unclear intent, it is recommended the reader
refer to the nintent*' section or the conceptual statement preceedirig
each policy set.

7

Development of Gladstone must occur in an orderly well consid

,.I

PLANNll{G

PROCESS .\

ered fashion. Although ~evelopment patterns are generally set, a
great deal of flexibility remains. In order to retain and enhance
the qualities of the area, a method to insure orderly development
must be established.
I.
A process shall be developed to assist decision making regarding
proposed projects. The proqess shall consider existing and
planned uses of the area, other pertinant characteristics and
consideration of the project's ~mpact on the vicinity should
it be implemented. Consideration shall be given to natural
or physical, social and economic consequences.
Given the residential character of the community, housing is
one of the most important considerations • Equally important
are the necessary facilities to s~~e residents of the area. Devel
opment shall occur in an orderly fashion and in a manner consistent
with the availability either planned or existing, of services.
In order to adequately anticipate future growth needs, and in
compliance with state goals and guidelines, an urban growth boundary
and urban service boundary has been established. The area within
these boundaries will serve to provide room for growth until the
year 2000. (See ~lap 2) Within this area, an ilnmediate growth and
immediate service bound~ has been established. These boundaries
serve to provide for anticipated growth, to eliminate irregular
city boundaries and to provide a guide for future development. To

per~s

t

h

aid in accomplishing the above concepts, the following policies
shall apply:
URBANIZATION

II. A.

Development within the immediate growth and service areas
shaJ..I:

1). be at urban densities;
2);shall bear development priority as opposed to future
growth and service areas;
3) shall be directed toward an in-ftll approach;
'4) shall preserve and promote its fair share or mix of
housing types for all income groups in a regional context;
8

t
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"

I

"I
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5) shall discourage excessive lot site per dwelling.
PUBLIC FACILITIES
AND SERVICES

B. Development within future growth and service areas shall:
1) be ~eveloped at urban densities as safe, efficient "deliv
ery of services such as sewer, water, storm dra.inage,
and roads required;
2) as much as practicable be contiguous with other develop

ments within or adjaceht to the aEea.

C. 1) Development densities adjacent to the urban growth bound
ary shall consider development densities and future plans

of neighboring jurisdictions.
2) Higher densities shall be allowed in return for dedica

tion of

HOUSING

ope~

space.

D. In order to assure an -adequate hOUSing mix, good housing
stock and conservation practices, assistance programs shall
be instituted including:
1) A cooperative housing rehabilitation program allowing
priority to elderly handicapped and low income individuals.
2) Grant .ftmding to provide public or quasi-public housing.
3) Incentives to construct or rehabilitate energy conserving
dwellings. (Re:

REVIE'd' BOARD

Energy PoliCies, p.14)

E. To insure good equality service PX9vision and neighborhood
compatability a facilities and design review board shall
be established to consider all developments exclusive of
single lot single family dwellings. Areas of consideration
will include, but not be limited to:
1) design compatability;
2) physical and social service prOVision such as fire protec
tion, school capability" water and sewer service;
J) traffic generation;
4) environmental carrying ca.pactiy and impacts including
hazard areas;
5) e90nomic consequences.

9

F. The immediate growth and service boundaries in relation to
the urban growth boundary shall serve as a basis in conjunc
tion with physical, natural, social, and economic consider
ations for future annexations.
G. Until such time as the city limits are the same as the Urban
Growth Boundary, intergovernmental service agreements shall
be continued or actively pursued to provide a sufficient
level of services to ~ea residents. In those instances
'where a capital intensive oriented service such as sewerage
and water is provided by an established special service dis
trict " service by that district shall continue.
H.

Gladstone shall support implementation of the Tri-Cities
(Sewer) Service District.

Gladstone as previously mentioned is primarily a residential
area. Industrial development is larg~ly lacking and is composed
of small, light intensity firms. Industrial development is well
established in areas both north and south of the planning area.
Commercial activities are primarily found along McLoughlin Boulevard
and in the CED.

Clackamas Town Center is peing constructed north
east of the Urban Growth Boundary.
In order to provide residential serviges and amenities, an

adequate amoWlt of revenue is required.
Since Gladstone is and will be largely a community which is
residentially oriented, adequate funds must be available to provide
a satisfactory level of public facilit~es and services on a continu
ing basis.

Numerous studies and documentation efforts have shown

single family reside~tial communities on large lots with non-conti
guous development actually consume more dollars of services than
they

genera~e

in tax revenues.

intensive land uses.

With this concept and existing conditions in

mind, the following policies
PUBLIC FISCAL

The defl:cit must be made up by more

shal~

'apply:

III. A. To more equitably serve both business and residential uses
based on proportionate cost sharing:

10

~} During a five year period. a business income tax shall

be incrementally establishea;
I'

2) A new property tax base shall be revoted following esta
~lishment

of a commercial balance which will more equally

distribute the tax burden, citizen education efforts shall
preceed the vote.
ECONO!rlIC

B. Where practicable, single family residential lot sizes less

DEVELOPMENT

than 7.000 squre feet but equal to or greater than 4,500,
square feet shall be encouraged.

Practicality includes con

siderations such as slope, soil types and accessability.
Setback or yard requirements shall be reduced proportionately
from lots 7000 square feet or larger.
To encourage

employmen~~opportunities,

en~rgy

conservation,

/:!;;!..'

and ecanomic diveraity, comiiercial and industrial uses in Gladstone,
compatible with the area shall be pursued.

c.

Gladstone shall encourage Clackamas County to develop an
overall economic development plan which will

m~te

available

to Gladstone a variety of economic'development funds.
D. 1) Commercial services and sites lending integrity and co
hesion to neighborhoods shall be encouraged.
2) New commercial sites shall be developed to the scale of
the service area.

3) The, planning commission is directed to determine, with
public input, the scale or size of a commercial service
given a. variety of' service areas~ Areas of consideration
shall include,. but not be limited to: neighborhood, sub
neighborhood, bi-neighborhood, city and regional.
E. Industrial development and warehousing shall be scaled in
suring compatability with the surrounding area and on a
planned unit development basis.

The Planning Commission

shall also determine scale for city, regional and state
wide service areas.

11
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McLoughlin Boulevard is ,almost totally composed of commercial
enterprlzes and includes services of a local. city, and regional
nature. The intent is to diversify the aesthetic appeal of McLough
lin such that some areas appear to be intensively used and other
areas appear to be more spacious in conjunction iwth land uses.
Efficient us~ of available space will be encouraged. The Planning
Commission. in conjunction wi~h representatives of the business and
citizen community shall determine those areas of intensity different
iation. The following policies shall apply to the HcLouglfiLin Boule
vard area.
IvICLOUGHLIN

BOULEVARD

" IV.

A. 1) Conservation of space shall be encouraged.

Incentives
and disinyentives shall be applied to both existing and
new development.
2) Areas with good accessability, including traffic signal
regulated areas, shall be more intensively utilized or
developed.

3) Areas with lesser accessability shall be less intensively
utilized or developed.
4) Nothing, in these policies should be construed to pre
clude overall aesthetic appeal. Landscaping is encour
aged.
B. 1) A sign control ordinance shall be instituted within the
city. Total sign sizes for various portions of the city
shall be developed by the Design and Facilities Review
Board in conjunctiDn with the neighborhood executive com
mittees.
2) A median ~trip of perennial plantings shall be instituted
along the fvlcLoughlin Boulevam area. Turnout refuges
will be provid~. Spacings between tree trunks shall
be considered safety aspects. Evergreen plantings shall
be encouraged. Decidous species shall be selected with
leaf size, leaf drop, and disentegration characteristics
in mind.

3) Safe pedestrian access along ltlcLo1J€;hlin Boulevard shall
be encouraged and implemented.
12.

, Transportation systems 'are integral to any urban system and
should enhance system operation. The two major traffic routes in
the planning area are McLoughlin Boulevard. and 1-205. The latter
will receive more use following completion of Clackamas Town Center.
Currently, the CBO is somewhat inaccessible. The following trans
'portation policies shall apply within the planning area:
TRANSPORTATION
:

.

V.

A. 1) Multi-mod~ (many types) of transportation systems shall
be encouraged; .
2) Mass transit modes shall be encouraged and enhanced;
3) Transportation for elderly and disadvantaged persons
shall be expanded allowing better, more convenient

4)

5)
6)

7)

a)

9)
10)

service,.
Park and Ride lots shall be established incrementally
utilizing under-used parking lots. Coordination of sites
with Tri-Met shall be accomplished;
A mode of transit utilizing the Portland Traction Right
of Way shall be supported' and encouraged;
General motorized traffic routed to elementary school
sl.tes snaIl be discouraged. This shall not preclude
•
access to. and from the school itself;
General traffic routed through neighborhoods shall be
discouraged;
Bicycle and pedestrian modes shall be encouraged; side
walks shall be required for new development; a portion
of roads listed below shall be reserved as bike-ways:
Clackamas Boulevard, Oatfield and Webster Roads, 82nd.
Avenue to Webster Road, and River Road;
Efficiency, including energy conservation, reduction of
congestion and hazards shall be pursued;
The streets within the planning area shall be designated
as indicated below:
a) Freeways:
b) ~lajor Arterials:
McLoughlin Boulevard

I~205
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d

c) Minor Arterials:

,\

Oatfield Road
Webster
Abernethy
.Je:nnings
Glouchester/Hereford Streets,
82nd. Avenue

d) Collectors:
Valley View/Los Verdes
Cason Road
Portla.nd Avenue
Strawberry Lane
Clackamas Boulevard.

Energy conservation is fast becoming a necessity from an econo
mic standpoint and will be mandated by ex~sting supplies in the
future; The intent of these policies is to promote energy conserva
tion activities which will influence other "elements" or sections
of this document. Although some measures will be specifically men
tioned, conservation efforts shall be promoted wherever feasible.
VI. A. 1) Residential structures shall be sited so as to make maxi
'mum feasible efficiency of solar heating abilities;
2} Incentives shall be provided to residents utilzing inno
vative energy sources such as solar pOlier;
3) Higher residential densities shall be encouraged near
long-established transit lines and near easily accessible
locations.
4) New commercial and industrial service firms relying on
substantial vehicular ingress and egress shall be thor-'
oughly encouraged to locate near freeways, major arterials
and areas of good connectivity_
5) Local residential commercial shall be encouraged to
develop non vehicular access.
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Glen Echo east of McLoughlin, 1

River Road from Glen Echo
River aoad from Jennings to
to lwlcLough1in
Glen Echo
11) New higher density Uges and trip attracting facilities
shall be encouraged near or at easily a.ccessible sites
to conserve energy. Existing significant trip attracting
facilities shall be made as accessible as practicality
and sound economic prinicples allow.

ENERGY
CONSERVATION

$
:~

6) Recreational pedestrian trails shall be developed to
promote use as ~ccess to schools, local and community
businesses f neighborhood circulation, a..tid bike trails
as well as being multi-use recreational connectors.
Some considerations or "elements" are beyond the "scope t ' or
control of local jurisdictions. In reality, the impact of entities
such as air and water quality are the result of a number of incre
mental or partial contributions~ Gladstone has little direct im
pact on air and. water quality; however, many "Gladstones" make the
problem. In otherwords, the cumulative effect is the result of
incremental contributions. With this theory in m~nd, the following
policies shall apply:
AIR, WATER f AND

HOISE QUALITY

VII. A. Stationary point sources of air pollution shall be controlled
such that Gladstone's contribution to existing air quality
within the regional airshed is maintained or improved.
B. Point sources of water pollution shall be controlled such
that water quality in the Clackamas and'Willamette Rivers
and applicable tributaries meet Oregon Department of Environ
mental Water Quality Stahdards contained within the current
water quality management plans.
C. Non point sources of air pollution shall be minimized to
the maximum practicable extent by developing programs such
as, but not limited to:
1) Ehcouraging mass transit;
2) Reducing automobile congestion.
D. Non point sources of water pollution shall be minimized by
developing such.programs as:
1) Alleviating soil erosion arising from construction sites
and high-slope exposed soil areas;
2) Cooperating to minimize pollutants stemming from urban
stormwater runoff;
J) Supporting programs to accomplish these provisions.
E.. Point and Non point sources of noise pollution shall· be con
strained or abated to the degree that they are not in excess
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of standards established by the Oregon Department of En

NATUBAL
HAZARDS

vironmental ~uality for Urban Areas and activities.
F. Land'<,.resource quality shall be maintained or enhanced com
patible with urban development intensities by insuring the:
1) Retention of vegetated open space;
2) Retaining the integrity of ,geographic features;
3) Compatability of development on buildable lands as long
as urban development pressures allow.
G. Areas presenting natural hazards such as 100 year flood
plains and seismic tremor-prone areas shall be developed
lightly, if at all, to insure the safety of area residents,
. uses, and faci;Li ties.
H. Environmentally fragile areas shall be respected; develop
ment on these sites shall maintain site integrity.
Gladstone possesses a number of historic areas by virtue of
past social arid cultural activities and initial settlement. His
torically, two adjacent sections (640 acres) were partially devoted
to a plat.

Occuring in 1893. the plat is 'still visible and forms

practically all of the Area One. The Cross-Cason House has been
preserved as a remembrance of the original landholders.
Open space is fairly abundant within the areas; however, is
primarily in private ownership. A significant area of open space
exists in Meldrum Bar Park and will be described in more depth in
the drscussion of Area Two. The Greenways also contribute signifi
cant open space.
Natural resources within the area are largely interspersed
amoung existing development and is primarily ih the form of unde
veloped or vacant lands. Sand, gravel, and other aggregrate re
sources are found in both the Clackamas and Willamette Rivers.
Recreaion
vided not only
some instances
be illustrated

needs are integral to most humans ana should be pro
by public agencies, but also by quasi-publiC and in
private concerns. Quasi-public recreation areas would
by general public use of school parks. An example of

the latter would be a private golf course or marina charging a fee.
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The opportunity exists for substantial recreation area within
the greenways bordering the Willamette and Clackamas Rivers. Co
ordination of Clackamas River Greenway boundaries with Oregon City
is a. necessity.
In order to provide for recreational needs, preservation of
historic areas, conservation of open space and natural resources,
and to provide a river greenway system, the following policies
shall apply:
RECREATION

VIII A. 1) Varied types of recreational facilities, both public and
private, shall be encouraged to provide for recreational
needs;
2) Existing resources shall be initially utilized as a cen
ter or focal-,~oint for recr:eo..--1:.ional activity establish
mente
3) Various types of recreational activities, both active
and passive, for a variety of age groups and a variety
of interests ~hall be provided which are consistent
with urban development densities.
B. Existing open space shall be retained as long as practicality
allows, particularly those areas offering scenic vistas and /'
those abuting rivers •. A system of trails connecting open
spaces such as parks shall be incrementally established.
Access easements shall be pursued where a need exists.
C. A conservation/preservation system adjacent to rivers shall
be implemented, retaining existing open space in linear cor
ridor fashion and natural areas as needed recreation requires.

=:;

OPEN SPAC:t!:

GREE!"'fW"AY

HISTORICAL SITES
~ATURAL

RESOURCES

D.

Areas and sites of histoJ;ical and cultural significance
shall be retained in a manner whiGh enhances their character.
E. Natural resources shall be conserved. Non-renewable natural
resources shall be consumed in a reasonable fashion.

Currently, no significant agricultural or forest uses exist
within the planning area. Some agricultural and forest uses are
present; however, are interspersed among urban development and in
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general are regarded as interim uses. Regarding agricultural and
forestry uses, the following policies shall apply:
AGRICULTURAL
Al'l1) FOREST LA!'i1)S IX.

A. 1) Agricultural and forest uses shall not be discouraged
however, it should be remembered that lands within the
Gladstone urban growth boundary are intended for urban
purposes and densities.
2) Agricultural and forest uses not easily damaged by flooding
shall be considered an appropriate land use in 100 year
floodplains.
To be effective and enforceable, standards or criteria must

be established against which various proposals and actions may be
evaluated. To accomplish ~his concept, the following policy shall
apply:
.STA:N"DARDS

CITIZEN
PARTICIPATION

x.

A. The Gladstone Planning Commission shall develop with the
assistance of interested citizens, elected and appointed
city offiCials, special service district representatives,
and existing federal, state, county, 'and local criteria;
standards as .necessary; with which the above policies and
those standards shall be utilized to evaluate proposed ac
tions.

XI A citizen involvement program shall be established allowing
all members of the community the opportunity to provide input and/
or express their interests and concerns throughout the planning
process.
A. 1) The Neighborhoods Planning Districts (N.P.D.) will col
lect, process, and evaluate neighborhood data, serve as
the communication link between the Citizens' Advisory
Committee (CAO) and neighborhood residents:
This ~iill be accomplished by the following 
2) Neighborhood v.olunteers will accomplish surveys as neces
sary to receive systematic citizen imput and opinions
concerning neighborhood problems, potentials, issues and
proposals;
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3) One Neighborhood Executive Committee shall be established
per planning district and will be responsible for calling
regular neighborhood meetings;
4) The Neighborhood Executive Committee will serve as an
advisory body to the Facilities and Design Review Board
all rlevelopments within their neighborhood;
B. 1) The Citlzen.·~ Advisory Committee (C.A.C.) will interact
with the City Planning staff and the neighborhoods in
the assembly implementation and revisio~ of the elements
of the Comprehensive Plan, representing neighborhood in
tereats;
This shall be acco~plished by the following:
2) The C.A.C. will identify city-wide issues, problems, needs,
and .;potentials;
3) C.A.C.,wl11 rely on the neighborhoods for research on
the effects of issues, plans, and proposals on individual
neighborhoods;
~) C.A.C. will assimilate data collected by neighborhoods
in the fo~u1ation of goal and objective statements for
the city as a whole •
concern~ng

. 5) C.A.C. shall have the authority to designate special study'
groups consisting of neighborhoods as appropriate and
reasonable to investigate special study issues and areas.
6) C.A.C. will assist city staff with plan formulation con
sistent with state and regional goals, guidelines, objec
tives, and policies;
C. 1) The Gladstone Planning Commission will review at regular
intervals the progress on formulation of the City Com
prehensive Plan and shall hold public hearings;
D. The City Council shall determine the need for further hear
ings and adopt at their pleasure and pleasure of the citi
zens the City Comprehensive Plan;
E. 1) City staff will provide support for the citizen involve
ment program;

UPA LIBRARY
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2) The City Planning Staff is responsible for providing
the

with necessary data and staff support
~d,informatiQnal updates on pertiant issues;
3) Planning sta£f will inform the Planning Director of per
tinant agenda items of' each neighbo~ood;
4) The Planning pirector shall provide the C.A.C. and Plan
ni~ Commission with necessary data, staff support,
recommerAations, and information on upcoming issues af
fecting the city and .its neighborhoods;
5) The Planning Di;-ector ~hall inform staff on all ~lanning
Commission and C.A.C. issues, agendas, and actions as
they affect planning districts;
, , 6) The Planning Director will keep -the City Administrator
"'.
"advised on pertinant issues , problems, .potentials, and
proposals de~eloped by the C.A.C. and neighborhoods;
7) The Planning Director shall prepare a short monthly staff
neighborhood~

report. on pertinant planning activities with routing to
appropriate staff, C.A.C., and neighborhoods;
8) The City Administrator shall report to the City Council
pertinant issues, problems, and proposals being processed
by the Planning Commission, C.A.C., and planning staff;
F. 1) To insure coordinated planning and the orderly applica
tion of the Comprehensive Plan a Facilities and Design
Review Board (FDRB) shall be established;
2) The FDRB shall be composed of representatives from the
following areas: education, special service districts,
city engineering and maintenance, city legal counsel,
police, fire, plannin& city manager, and neighborhood
executive committees.

3) All public facilities and service development plans will
be reviewed by the FDRB to assess current capabilities
and the impact of proposals on future ~lanned capacity:
G. 1) In order to coordinate city programs and insure review
of proposals potentially affecting Gladstone; a contact
person from the following City, special service district,
20

•

county, regional, state and federal agencies shall be
appointed.. Agencies will include, but not be limited
to the following:
Johnson City
Oregon City
Clackamas County
Tri-1-1et
Tri-qity Service District
Oak Lodg~ Water ~istric
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Milwaukie
~lest Linn
CRAG
lo1SD

Clackamas Viater District
Oak Lodge Sanitary District
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation

HUn

ODOT

D~

LODe

2) Approval by the FDRB will be in the form of a facilities
compliance permit, issued to the applicant 'at no charge.
Nothing in this section shall be construed to negate
costs of building permit fees, plat fees, connection
charges, nor any existing fees required for necessarJ
permits.
(Reader's Note~

The FDRB was established in a previous sec

tion of the policy plan on page 9. Establishment of the
FDRB in this instance is redundant; .however, as the citizen
involvement requirements were not included in plan formula
tion, it was decided to re-establish the body and to some
degree, detail its activities which includes neighborhood
representation.)
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NEIGHBORHOOD 1

t
I'

Planning District (Neighborhood) 1 contains the older sections
of Gladstone and the commercial area on Po'rtland Avenue.

It is

bounded on the south by the Clackamas River, on the west by the Hc
Loughlin Boulevard commercial strip, on the north by Glouchester/
Hereford, and on the east by Oatfield Road.

These boundaries enclose

an area which is fairly homogeneous in its social and physical struc
ture.
Neighborbood 1 is largely a devetoped area with minor parcels
of vacant land remaini~ PUblic 'Open spaces include City Park and
Oross Park. While the actual' amount of open space a.ppears to be
sufficient for current needs, there are several problems which must
be resolved such that recreational needs of area residents may be
met. Public facilities available in Cross Park are marginal. In
addition, erosion of the embankment at Cross Park has resulted in
a safety hazard as well as being visually detrimental. Finally,
access to the two parks is inconvenient for some residents.
The housing in Neighborhood 1 is, on the average, the oldest
in the City. A majority of these homes are in good repair, however
the area also contains the highest percentage of "fair" housing in
the city. A potential problem of housing deterioration exists in
this neighborhood unless maintenance is instit uted. In should be
noted that this neighborhood contains a large number of elderly
individuals on fixed incomes who are generally unable to afford
necessary improvements.
A major issue to be faced in Neighborhood 1 is the question
of how to revitalize the Portland ~venue commercial area. Competi
tion from McLoughlin Boulevard businesses combined with locational
disadvantages of Portland Avenue have created a situation where,
without city policy alterations, revitalization is unlikely to
occur. This issue is one of mjaor concern not only to the resi
dents of Neighborhood 1, but to the citizens of Gladstone as a
whole. Without a well established central commercial area, the
City lacks a focus ruld a source of identity.
8'
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Traffic circulation in Neighborhood 1 suffers from an ill
defined street classification system. Clarendon and Dartmouth
Streets should serve solely as access streets to resident~ of these
areas. However, as these streets connect with r'IcLoughlin Boulevard
they are subject to an undue amount of traffic flow.
'Up tG the present time, no effort has been made to preserve
historic sites in this older area of Gladstone. Considering the
historic role of Gladstone, this situation should be rectified.
Another area of concern to this sector of Gladstone is the
interface with surrounding neighborhoods. Policy considerations
must address provision of buffers between residential areas and 1"1c
Loughlin Boulevard and the developing commercial activities on the
Oatfield Road bo1.ll1dary. InterfaciIig of recreational activities at
Cross Park with activities .on the Oregon City side of the Clacka
mas' River should alSO::be encouraged.

J

~'l

NEIGHBORHOOD 1 POLICIES

tJ

;"j

HISTORICAL

1.

SITES

RECREATION AND
OPEN SPACE

2.

Significant historic sites and landmarks in Neighborhood 1
shall ~e preserved. Such sites as the Cross-Cason house,
the Pow-Wow Tree t and the old trolley car turn-around near
City Hall are significant not only to the residents of Neigh
borhood 1, but also to the overall identity of Gladstone.
Citizen input shall be sought at all opportunities in identi
fying and preserving other sites of historical significance.
Recreational and open space activities in Neighborhood 1 shall
be concentrated upon the extension and improvement of Cross
Park and upon facilitating user access to recreational facil
ities. To this end the following policies. shall be undertaken:
a. The bike/pedestrian path along Clackamas Boulevard connect
ing with other regional bikeway systems shall be improved
by developing shoulder and curb facilities.
b. Through traffic on Clackamas Boulevard shall be regulated
so as to provide a parkway on a one year trial basis. A
truok tonnage limit shall be established by the Planning
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Commission.

Results shall be assessed at the end of the

one year period and a permanent policy adopted •.
c. Regulated crosswalks shall be provided as necessary to facili
tate pedestrian movement, to park areas.
d. Underdeveloped properties along the Clackamas River frontage
between High Rocks Park and HcLoughlin Boulevard shall be
aqqUired.

e. :Protective plantings and retaining walls as necessary to
prevent further erosion of the embankment at Cross Park shall
be undertaken.
f. Cross Park shall be compatible with other recreational de
velopments ~n the area. These include Heldrum Bar Park
and High Rocks Park. Additionally, at~empts will be made
to coordinate Cross Park activities with developments on
the Oregon City side of the Clackamas River. The use of
the old railroad bridge as a bike and pedestrian crossing
will be investigated •.
g. Complimentarity of Cross Park development with Willamette

GREmll~iAY

River Greenway programs shall be
TRANSPORTATI01~

}~.
~

4.

HOUSING

5.

6.

encourag~d.

A restructuring of the traffic circulation pattern in Neigh

Access streets will be cloqed
to throueh traffic from I·lcLoughlin :aoulevard. Regulatory de
vices and reduced speed limits shall be used as necessary to
maintain safe volumes of traffic in residential areas.
bor~d

1· shall be undertaken.

Regulations shall be developed to discourage use
routes which penetrate Area 1 for purposes other
service.
A housing maintenance program shall be developed
low income residents with funds and services for
homes.

of the truck
than local
to provide
repair of

The Design Facilities Review Board shall develop standards
for design and installation of landscaping and screening de
,
vices for commercial uses bordering upon residential areas in
Neighborhood 1.
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ECONONIC
DEVELOPNENT.

CEIITBAL

BUSINESS
DISTRICT

Revitalization of the downtown area along Portland Avenue
shall be encouraged. through the following policies:
a. A rehabilitation program shall be developed to reclaim
or restore the older and architecturally interesting build
ings in the commercial area.
b. A high densi~y residential and mass transit oriented zone
shall be developed near Portland" Avenue providing good
to the area.
c. Professional offices and social services shall be encour
ac~essability

a@ed to' locate in the area.
d. Landscaping and development of a sidewalk shall be promoted
along Portland Avenue.
e. '.Fhe overall structure and visual effect of this area should
be linked with, the developments at Cross Park.
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PLA}niING DISTRICT 2

Planning District 2 is bounded by Jennings Avenue on the north,
the Willamette River on the southwest ~~ by Mcloughlin Boulevard
on the east. The area is primarily low density residential, with
the major.ity of homes being single family. A. large number of elderly
~esidents and a majority of the mobile home parks are also located
in this portion of Gladstone.'
Several problems facing the area in particular and Gladstone
in general are illustrated in Neighborhood 2. An apparent incompa
tibility between new and older homes exists. This is to say, the
area,' s historic aspects and its general older character are in tran
sition or being gradually replaced.
Excessive noise is generated by traffic on McLougplin Boule
vard. Sp~eds on this strip are fairly high and pose a poten:fi~
pedestrian hazard. Neighborhood
2 also lacks local shopping areas •
. '
-=
McLoughlin,Boulevard poses'a ~ajor barrier to east-west movement.
",

It is difficult to cross the major arterial since there are few traf
fic regulated cross streets and traffic volumes are generally high.
which is extremely hazardous to the elderly.
The large number of mobile homes in the area present ecomonic
concerns due to their inherent depreciation characteristics. This
tends to influence adjacent property values.
Meldrum Bar Park, a prime recreational site, is located on the
100 year floodplain and also within the confines of the ~Iillamette
River Greenway.' Due, to its size (75 acres) arid diversity, it
could provide an ideal recrea~ional area.
Despite the ":.'tD.nil'erous. problems, many opportunities exist to'
enhance the area, paXticuiarly the residential characteristics.
The Willamette and alackama~ Riyers both provide excellent recrea
tio:rJ.8.l opportunities. There is a fair amount of vacant land in
Neighborhood 2 which could be effectively used to develop parks,
and pedestrian routes. I-lost of the opportunities consist of
utilizing vacant land and conservation of natural resources •.

By and large, the most significant potential of the area are
its natural resources. These include, the ~;illamette and Clackamas
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Rivers, the parI~, agricultural and forests land, and the open
space. These areas sh~uld be developed in a way which the resi
dents will enjoy. They should try to enhance the aesthetic qual
ities of the area by developing to suit their needs
same time preserving their environment.
PLAI~rrNG

1.

whi~e

at the

DISTRICT 2 POLICIES

a. New construction shall be designated in a manner which is
compatible with existing uses.
b. Small residential lot sizes not less than 4500 square feet
'shall be encouraged.
c. A r~giona.l park known as Meldrum Bar Park north of the golf
course shall be developed.
d. Th~ park shall be used intensively in the area near the
:$

g~lf

course ruth intensit~~ecreasing in a manner such ~hat
development at the north end is minimal.
e. Neighborhood parks shall be develop~d to accommodate the
elderly and handicapped individuals.
2.

The purposes for the development of lrIeldrum Bar Park are fmtU?
fold:
a. to provide outdoor recreation for the handicapped;
b. enhaacement of the,scenic quality of the Clackamas and
Willamette Rivers by providing a screened parking area;
-c. separation of any conflicts between pedestrian/bicycle and,
automobile modes;
d. enhancement of the recreational opportunities for the Clack
amas and Willamette Rivers.
Policies for Meldrun Bar Park
a. Access roads from 1'1cLoughlin Boulevard to the parking area
will be improved and maintained.
b. DeSignated handicapped ~king areas shall be located so
as to provide easy access to the handicap fishing ramp.
c. Sanitary facilities shall be provided.
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3.

Recreational facilities shall be developed near an elderly
population near River Road between Rinearson Road and River
dale Drive.
a. Mobile homes shall be sited and be compatabile with adja
cent development.
b.

Neighborhood shopping areas shall be developed so t~at
elderly and other less mobile resident~ may reduce their

1

travel time and reliance on more distant shopping sites.
Shopping areas sha11 be centrally located to accomodate

J

pedistrians.
c. Bus stops shall be located near neighborhood shops so that
elderly, handicapped and other potential users of mass

I

transit and the convenient shops may have access to both
facilities in the same location.
d. The area adjacent to River Road shall be developed in a
manner which minimizes visual impact. Landscaping will be
encouraged. A mix of high density residential and light
commercial uses will be permitted.
e. A reasonable number of cross streets shall be provided so
as to allow easy access to the east side of McLoughlin
Boulevard. No fewer than three cross streets shall have
traffic control signals. Suggested cross streets are
Hereford, Glen Echo Streets, and Jennings Avenue.

4.

I

1

a. Open space shall be developed in a way that respects the
existing natural environment.
b. Areas of ecological significance and scenic sites such as
Meldrum Bar Park, the land immediately adjacent to the
River beaches and public park areas shall provide open
spaces.
c. Forest lands and residential areas shall be integrated in
a manner which enhances the qualities of each.
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liF.)IGHBORHOOD 3
Neighborhood 3 is bounded by McLoughlin Bo~evard on the west,
J.ennings Avenue on the north, Oatfield Ro~ on the east, and Here
fa:ni Street on the south.
It is a transitional neighborhood or experiencing a period of
potential change of cha+acter. High density commer~cal uses, en
tirely automobile oriented, exist along the entire west edge of
the area near McLoughlin Boulevard. Old and high density residen
tial housing adjoins the commercial strip. The area east of Port
land Avenue is primarily new subdivision housing and exclusively
single family residential. One exception' to this is a 70 unit apart
ment between Caldwell and Hull near the Candy Lane Elementary School.
There is no apparent rational reason £or the apartment complex to
be located at this site.
The quality of hbusing stock varies greatly.. There are betl'leen
50 and 60 substandard houses in the area.. Nost of them are west
of Portland Avenue; however, there is also a strip o£ substandard
housing along Oatfield Road between Hereford and Glen Echo Streets.
Some SUbstandard housing exists along Hereford, but most of this
has been purchased and is in the process of being removed for re
placement by a subdivision. Due to th~.way in which the Gladstone
zoning ordinance is written, multiple family dweliings are inter
mingled with single family residenqes. tt~oughout the area west of
Portland Avenue. A 70 unit apartment complex east of Portland Ave
nue exists, as previously mentioned. Duplexes appear throughout
the entire area.
The entire area is served by water ~ sewer facilities. Many
of the roads in the area are narrow, undeveloped, incapable of free
passage for fire engines and emergency vehicles, and dangerous to
automobile passage. Surface drainage is poor in the area oetween
Jennings and Hull Avenues and between Abernathy Road and Hereford
Street.
Other public facilities within the area are as follows: The
City Shops, Gladstone High School, Candy Lane Elementary School,
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and the Baptist Church at the corner of Portland and Hull

Avenue~.

Candy Lane Elementary School is a small school and is approach
ing capacity. There is adequate land available for expansion.
Gladstone High School was overbuilt and is not near capacity.
If it ever reaches capacity, it too can be expanded on the existing

\1

site.
The city shops are ciutt,ered an<1: should be screened by plant....
ings.

.
f

i

Most of the economic development is along the McLoughlin Boule
yard commercial strip. It is entirely autom~ile oriented consist
ing primarily'of automobile sales and services, a motel, a restaur
ant, and a few specialty shops. NcLoughlin is a generator of con
gestion, air, noise, and visual pollution. In order to provide a
less severe visual impact t the area o'eeds trees, sid.ewalks, curbs, and
a sign ordinance. The City needs a well defined entrance at Jennings
Avenue. Another commercial area exists along Abernathy Road and
Portland Avenue. This is a shopping center environment with ade
quate parking and neighborhood commercial activities centered around
a grocery store-super market. Other major economic activities are
a number of large multiple family dwelling complexes. It appears
that'most residents .of the area work outside Gladstone.
~iajor arterials surround the neighborhood.
They are NcLough
lin and Oatfield Road. Secondary arterials or potential arterials
are Jennings Avenue, Hereford Street, and Fortland,Avenue-Abernathy
Road. Tri-I'-let serves the area along r.lcLoughlin, Oe.tfield, and
.
.
Abernathy-Portland Avenues. The area has an opportunity to develop
rail transit along the old Portland Traction Company right-of-way
along Abernathy-Portland Avenue. A park and ride lot 1s available
adjoining the shopping center at tpe intersection of Abernathy Road
and Portland Avenue.
Energy conservation can best be aecomplished by encouraging
residents of the area to use mass transit in commuting to their
employment.

The rail service will greatly assist in this.

Other

measures such as residential dwelling site orientation will also
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serve the eArgy conservation role.
The major source of air pollution in the area is the traffic
on McLoughlin BoUlevard. Drainage of surface water qould create
some problems from lawn fertilizer and automobile drippings of oil
and gasolin~ and urban stormwater runoff. Land quality is t$enerally
good with the exception of isolated areas in which soils are shal
low and not well drained. Some surface waters drain to a swamp
area between Hull, Jennings, Addie. and Rose Streets.
The major open space areas are. a public park at the west end
of Hereford, the ball field across from the High School, lnd at
the High School and at Candy Lane Elementary School. A large pri
vately held open space exists in the swamp area between Hull and
Jennings.

'rhis should be retained as open space.
The_~ajor historic~ area in the neighborhood is the old Port
land-'~~;tion Company right-of-way that at one time was used by the

Portland-Oregon City Interurban Street Car.
Recreation in the area is devoted to formal ball fields and
play areas. There are no passive open spaces, tennis courts, or
swimming pools.

l{EIGHBORHOOD 3 POLICIES
HOUSING

1.

2.
TRANSPORTATION

3.
4.

HCLOUGHLIN
BOULEVARD

High density west of Abernathy Road close to transit: .rout~s r
shopping, and high density commercial areas shall be encour
aged.
Retention of the remainder of the neighborhood for single
family residential development shall be promoted.
Development of a urban light rail system on the Portland Trac
tion Company right-of-way shall be encouraged.
All through traffic except along the minor arterials in neigh
borhood... J s~l be discouraged.
Reduee the visual impact of ~lcLoughlin Boulevard with trees,
sideWalks. curbs, a sign ordinance, and density diversity,
incorporating limited open space areas.

6.

Create a definite entrance to the City at Jennings Avenue and
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OPEN SPACE

7.

RECREATION

8.

9.
10.
11.

McLoughlin Boulevard. The light rail system will also enter
the Oity at this inters~ction.
Development of a capital improvement program for the enhance
ment of roads and storm drainage shall be devised.
Develop passive recreation in existing space areas.
Develop active recreation opportunities catering to interests
more inclusive than ball. f~elds.
Acquire th~ swamp for a natural open area.
Expand. the Candy Lane Elementary School to accomodate antici
pated students so that the education is available to the City's
youp.g.
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NEIGHBQRHOOD 4
Area 4 is bounded on the north by Jobpson Cit~ on the north
east by Interstate Freeway 1-205, on the southeast by SE Cason
Road, on the southwest by Oatfield Road and on the northwest by
the Gladstone city limi~s. Development is predominantly single
family residential with market prices ranging from $45,000 to $120,000
per unit. A limited number of, multiple family complexes exists along
the arterialJstreets. Adjacent to the arterials, street patterns
~or.m a series of extended cul-de-sacs without regard to the organi
zation of neighborhood access streets and collectors. Automobiles
are the major mode'of transportation.
Kraxber.£;er School, grades 4 through 8, serves this area and
"",.,

~

Gladstone. Gladstone,' Clackamas County, and speci~ service dis
tricts shar~ the responsibility for the provision of public facili
ties and services, including areas within the city limits.

Diverse

local rel~ef makes the provision of services such as water, sewer,
and drainage administratively complicated and economically expensive.
Vacant land is distributed throughout the area and ranges in
slope from six to 30 percent. Open space and wooded lots are being
removed as non-clustered single family subdivisions are constructed.
The majority of housing is not oriented so as to take advantage of
the scenic vistas and solar energy aspects of the area. Two heavily
wooded parcels of land act as buffers between Area 4 and Johnson
City.
Problems and potential prpblems, within Neighborhood 4 are as
follows: a lack of neighborhood and community identity; and a lack
of co-ordinated hOUSing, motorized transportation, street, bike,
and pedestrian access policies and plans. Residential development
deficiences include: a rapid rate of subdivision development; a
low ratio of

to single family housing; and . low residen
tial -demlti~ enhanCing the dependency on private autos for trans
portat'ion.
•

~

t

}nultiple

-

•

Diverse local relief creates problems on a site specific basis.
The number of agencies providing public services and facilities

JJ

requires considerable interagency coordination.

The costs of con

struction and maintenance of public services and facilities are
high.
Noise generation from 1-205 is a problem to adjacent areas.
particularly residential sites.

Traffic is anticipated to increase

as Clackamas Town Center becomes operative.

Capacities are inadequate in grammar and middle schools.
There Is a lack of neighborhood and community commercial faci
lities.
Needs to enhance residential characteristics can be indicated
as follows:

!leighborhood.;:and community commercial facilities will

enhance and promote area integrity and identity.
recreational and

o~~n

Structured natural

space opportunities for most age groups should

l

J

be provided for a vari~~y of interests. A need exists for element
ary education orien~d=to the neighborhood if possible. Hultiple
family and smaller lot single family housing 9PPortunities should
be increased inGorporating pedestrian and bicyc~e access. Develop
,

ment of transportation and streets plans coordinated with hOUSing
development will enhance both the residential characteristics and
internal accessability.
The following opportunities can be capitalized upon to promote
neighborhood identity and residential amenities.

Vacant land is

available to provide open space, recreational opportunities, and
housing. A potential source of additional city government revenues
is possible if medium and high residential density patterns are en
couraged.
Land is available at Kraxberger Middle School for expansion
and potential construction of a neighborhood elementary school in
cluding a kindergarde? facility.
Neighborhood 4 is a potential market area for Central Business
District activity and services.

NEIGHBORHOOD 4 POLICIES
URBANIZATION

1.

Areas presently served by public facilities and services will

2.

3.
TRAHSPORTATION

4.

5.

OPEN SPACE

6.

Local streets plan will be developed discouraging through trtf
fic on neighborhood streets. Pedestrian and bike accessways
to commercial, recreational, and educational sites within the
area shall be develope~.
Significant publicly orined natural features shall be preserved
such as wooded areas and scenic vistas to promote neighborhood
~pen space and recreational opport~!ities.
Development on
similar privately owned sites shall respect natural features.
Neighborhood commercial establishments shall be located in the
area to discourage the use of automobiles for small item shop
ping and to promote identity within neighborhoods.

ECONO~IIa

DEVELOPNEiIT

liOIS:@

have priority in new residential development as opposed to
development in areas not currently having a full array of pub
lic services and facilities.
Multiple family units subject to design review will be encour
aged to increase residential densities, provide a more enhanced
economic base for the support of public services and facilities.
Smaller lot sizes, but n9t less than 4500 square feet shall
be encouraged for single family units.
Hass tral'1.sit to support residential densities shall be encour
"'aged.

8.

Efficient u~ilization of existing school facilities shall be
accomplished. Elementary school, including kindergarden facil
ities should be developed on the Kruxburger school site to serve
neighborhood needs.

9.

Right-of-ways adjacent to 1-20.5 shall be buffered or landscaped
to improve visual impacts. 1;oi5e reduction methods shall be
devised'and implemented as necessary. Coordination with the
Oregon Department of Transportation shall be accomplished.
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PLANNING DISTRICT 5
Planning District 5 is bounded on the west by 82nd Drive and
Oatfield Road, on the north by Webster Road and Cason Road and ex
clUdes the Seventh Day Adventist school and church. The boundry
continues along the 1-205 past Strawberry Lane approximately 800
feet. The area then extends south to the Clackamas River, and west
to 82nd. Drive •
The planning district has no single use or urban structure.
It is a combination of many indlvidual areas. Nost areas are in
transition due to the influence of I-205. The freeway has severed
the existIng urban form and strucutre, isolating and dividing land
uses and creating a new urban st~cture.- This district needs to
respond to the regional influence of vehicular access and ~o.re
orient the individual areas to take advantage of existing oppor
tunities. Since this district will develop nel'l activities that
could be conflicting to existing uses, many issues will be confronted.
As a result this district may be the forum to resolve the issues
of residential versus commercial ar4 industrial growth for the city.
Special consideration will be required when conflicting uses meet.
With the diversit¥ of spaces; (Commercial, light industrial, Seventh ,
Day Adventists, Residential, freeway, rail line, under developed
land, ~iver, and floodplains) the interaction of these elements at
their various boundaries with each other, and with adjoining com
munities provides a great opportunity to utilize each area's indi
vidual capacity t9 its fullest extent.
NEIGHBORHOOD 5 POLICIES

URBANIZATION

1.

A logical extention of the existing system shall incorporate
remianing values where approprtate, desired, and where compa
tibility exists. Land uses that will di~ect the area in its
transitional stage by recognizing existing uses while realizing
.they may change; and the influences of the major changes in
the district (i.e. 1-205).
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2.

RESIDE.~TIAL

3.

Ali -existing or new development shail have the full range of
urban facilities and services. fhese public facilities and
serviGes shall be initially phased for uses within the immedi
ate growth boundar.r followed by phased service provision in
the future urbanizable area.
In the transitional zones where housing exists; removal of
housing units create4 by. a demand for a more intensive use
shall be replaced either by:
a. Housing of a similar design in an area nearby or
b. new housing in a type compatable with the new uses.
Where housing can be separated into a special area, mainten
anc;:e of the existing housing characteristics and

reenfor~ement

of its character with infill and compatable developments shall
be required. •
a. Housing 'along

Clacy~as

River shall be maintained as a pro

per use of the scenic quality J as a compatable use to ad
jacent agricultural land ~d to allow the extension river
activities through easement.
b. New housing in medium dense forest areas spall maintain the
natural resource character.
c. Housing subject to many potential conflicting uses shall
be protected by controlling the adjacent land uses and by
innovative site planning.
d. A housing rehabilitation program shall be developed vlhere
appropriate to the surrounding land uses.
ECOHONIC DEVELOPHENT

TRANSPORTATION

5.

The 1-205 interchange into the

~ity

shall be developed to its

full potential for:
a. Community shopping (larger scale activities oriented to
auto access).
b. Transit/freeway services.

6.

The City entrance at 82nd. Avenue shall be developed as site
to integrate the diverse fabric of the City.

7.

The interchange shall be developed as the major connecting means
for the citY, neighborhoods segregated by through traffic.
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8.

9.

LIGHT

10.

INDUSTRIAL,
WAREHOUSING,
SUPPORT SERVICES

11.

12.

13.
OPEN SPACE,
14.
RECREATIOHAL,
NATURAL RESOURCES

15.

16.

17.

18.

Activities shall be developed that can best utilize high
accessibility to a regional transportation system while recog
nizing the physical characteristics of the site.
Develop a park and ride station utilizing existing and proposed
parking for alternate purposes. Parking spaces shall be in
creased but multiple use of parking spaces shall ,be enco~aged.
Light industrial, warehousing, and support services (LDlSS)
shall utilize the freel'lay access and rail service. Eighty
second Avenue shall serve as a loop feeder between Gladstone
and Carver.
LrwSS shall be an extension of the forces from the development
to the north, from Oregon City, from other regional LIWSS, and
as a spill-over area.
Lr~lSS shall be developed as a Planned Unit COi!lJ.ilercial Industrial
sites with a five acre minimum site.
Residential growth shall be limited to areas outside potential
LrtlSS areas.
High Rock Park along the Clackamas River shall be expanded to
connect liith the ,end of the vi illamette Greenway.
Commercial facilities shall be designed to integrate parking
lots and to allow multiple use of the. space for recreational
community activities.
An activity mix shall be encouraged to increase complementary
land uses. Commercial Use and access to parks shall be pro
vided.
A pedestrian greenway easement folloliing linear corridors
shall be created between I-205 and commercial development that
will extend to the Seventh Day Adventist area.
Trails and river access shall be extended along the entire
Clackamas River'frontage. Development shall be appropriate
to the surrounding intensity of use.

FLOODPLAIN/
19..
AGRICULTURAL USE

The 100 year floodplain area shall be maintained for open space,
agricultural and recreational usages.

20.
21.
22.
23.·

No new development shall be a~lowed in the 100 year flood
plain.
The recreational system alor~ the Clackamas River front ~shall
have limited auto access.
Agricultural us~s in the 100 year floodplain shall encourage
crops not easily damaged by flooding.
Agricultural uses in dev~lopable land shall be considered .
interim.
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SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST SPECIAL STUDY AREA
BACKGROUND
The Seventh Day Adventist Camp in Gladstone has an interest
ing histroy. Otiginally it served as the Willamette Valley Chau
tauqua Park and was the third largest Chautauqua Park in the
United States. i It served as a cul~ural center for the Northwest
while in operation two lieeks each summer from 1884-1927. Its de
cline, is thought to have resulted from the invention of the silent
movies. However, during its prime, hundreds'of people came to hear
I

famous people lecture ~d entertain. Some of the noted speakers
included Billy Sunday, an evangelist, and women sufferage speakers.
For two dollars one could buy a season pass and camp with their
entire family on the grounds.
After 1927 various Protestant Sunday School gatherings con
tinued at Chautauqua drawir~ people from the ~illamette Valley
and ~iashington State. ;iith the purchase of the property by the
Seventh Day Adventists in 1930, the current two week summer bible
school and camp were started. The physical ch.a"racter of the camp
changed drastically in 1949 when an earthquake caused the large
lake to drain. Presently the lake is a small pond (approximately
3/4 acre). Until recently, the area around the lake was leveled
and marred to its present appearance by a rock quarry operation.
With the completion of I-205 the boundary of the camp was altered
and continuity of its rural nature and peaceful setting was dis
rupt'ed.
Presently the Seventh Day Adventist Camp has a~proximately
47 acres ,with part of the acreage being devoted to a center which
is used approximately 42 weekends each year by various Seventh
Day Adventist groups in the Northwest. The two week camp mentioned
above also is held yearly.
Recently the Seventh Day Adventists attempted to sell the
camp, however, little in~erest was generated due to the high askir~
price. With the encroachment of urban development on all borders,
(i.e. housing, commercial, freeway) the timing may be opportun4ty to
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initiate discussion with the community and Seventh Day adventists
to develop the potential uses of the camp. Development should be
oriented to meeting the needs of the city, the planning district,
and of the Se~enth Day Adventists.
As a vehicle to promote citizen participation and p~lic dis
cussions of opportuni~ies in the Seventh Day Adventist site, a list
of findings and alternatives will be outlined. As a. study area,
the fo~lowing are some of the conditions and alterllatives for con
sideration by the community.

SITE
CONDITIONS

1.
2.

A major and minor earthquake fault line runs through the pro
perty.
The entire s1te is not a significant aquifer recharge.:.area.

3.

TOPOGRAPHIC
CONCERNS

The lake has been modified ~l the quarring and. now holds
stromwater run-off.
~~
4. The quarry has scarred the surface with little top soil remaining.
5. The core area is well developed with permanent structures in
cluding a new cafeteria, cottages, and tent structures, mainten
ance building, and administration buildings.
6. The hillside acts as a noise barrier at the existing northern
boundary.
7.
The~area near the I-205 intercha,.~e is open and allows freeway
noise into the lake area.
8. The Seventh Day Adventist School and Church at the northeast
corner are operated by the Oregon City Seventh Day Adventists.
9. The southwest corner has level access to.bounding streets.
10.
The entrance on 82nd. Drive is recessed into the rock allowing
interconnection between the properly on both sides.
11.
West of the southbound 1-205 exit, the property has relatively
level access to the exit and ~l ebster Road on both sides, rlhich
are similar in slope and character.
12.
The properties bounding Cason and Webster Roads on the north
boundary of the Seventh Day Adventists have similar shape and
character as the properties on the opposite side of these
streets.
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The historic value of the site has been altered; however, it

OTHER
CONCERNS

has the potential of being

~edeveloped.

:::

FORCES

~

14. . Tne freeway

WORKING ON

has:

a. increased the noise level and will continue to be increased

THE SITE

as traffic flow increases;
b. increased air pollution levels with traffic flow;
c. made most of the site' highly tis·ible to a.uto traffic;

15.
16.

17.

ALTE.~TIVES

d. improved access to the site from outside the city.
The freeway entrance from the city has increased commercial
pressures in that area.
The borders bound by housing, has created a barrier between
the Seventh Day Adventist grounds and the city.
The best community access point to the undeveloped area is
along Oatfield Road and between Hereford and Wep~ter and along
Webster Road between Cason and Oatfield Roads.

18.

I\faintain the present site.

19.

Redevelop as a rock quarry initially then ~evelop the land
later according to alternatives ?Q,2l, ,er 22.The state is

20.

21.

22.

looking into this use,(as alternate purchasing method ~
Develop all but the cmre area into shared park recreation space ,.
between the City and the Seventh Day Adventists.
Develop part of the camp into uses compatable with surrounding
land uqes while retaining part of the camp for shared recrea
tional park space with the Seventh Day Adventists.
Remove the Seventh Day Adventist camp completely and develop
the entire site into a mixture 'of land_uses responding to the
developmental forces of the area.

'.
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ABSTRACT

The document that

ro~lows

is a comprehensive policy plan

for the City of Gladstone, Oregon.

Based on a series of

working pa pars deallns with such topics as the econonw,

.

transportation, housing, recreatlon/openspace, public
facilities, and s6 forth, ~he plan provides a set of po
licies to guide development in Gladstone to the year 2000.
Tw<? themes run throughout the plant

local

econo~

1) to reinforce the

and 2) to retain and enhance Gladstone's resi

dential character.

The plan alters existing development

('

patterns by advocating multi-family and P.U.D. development
, over new single-family

un~ts.

In addition, an Urban Growth

Boundar,y is established which, in essence, dictates the ex
tent of Gladstone's physical expansion by the year 2000.
other

major'p~oposals

include tpe establishment of the Tri-

City Service District, the designation of a Special Planning

Area,. and an expanded recreation/open space system.
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, INTRODUCTION
This plan is the end-product 9f a graduate planning
workshop aimed at giving future planners a taste of the
"real world." PJ.-an preparation was undertaken in two
phases..,.-the first phase was devoted to, gathering and ana
lyzing basic information about Gladstone and resulted in
the document entitled Gl'ad'st'o'ne ComE're'he'Ils'ive ~ E'l'ements.
In a space of four weeks, the twelve members of the class
worked in pairs to come up with a picture of Gladstone as
it exists today as well as initial recommendations for the
future. Duri~g the second phase, the class was divided in
half; each "team" was given the task of preparing a com
prehensive policy plan for Gladstone that will satisfy LCDC
and CRAG requirements, tackle problems identified in the
first phase, and reflect some imagination on the part of its
writers.
We began our plan preparation by discussing the "Elements"
document at length in order to get an idea of where we were
starting from--one product of those first work sessions is
found under the heading' 'Start'ing' 'P'o'i'nts. A second product
of those discussions is the Fo'cus, which contains the cen
tral ideas around which we wrote the' 'Pol'i'c'i'es and designed
implementation strat~gies.
Realizing that even the best of plans fall short of their
potential if they do n,ot keep pace with changes in the outside
world, we developed a section entitled Eva'luat'ion of the Plan,
intended to serve as a guide for administrators of the adopt
ed plan. Finally, an Appe'ndix has been added to the plan in
order to introduce a "Special Study Area." A diagram of the
process we went thro~gh to produce the plan is found on the
following page.
Before turning to the plan it should be noted that
"citizen involvement" in our planning process was limited to
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informational contacts with Gladstone planners Mike Butts
and George Saaman and other persons where appropriate. We
were cognizant of the important role citizens have in nor
mal planning proces.ses however, and thus included "Citizen
Involvement" in the Policies section.
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THE PLANNING AREA
The City of Gladstone is a·residential community of
nearly 8100 persons located 12 miles southeast of Portland,
Oregon at the juncture of the Willamette and Clackamas Riv
ers.

A majority of Gladstone's citizens reside between

McLoughlin Boulevard (99E) and Interstate 205, primarily
in single-family homes.

Age-wise"

the population is steadily

growing older, although presently there are a large number of
families with school-age children.

Both the increasing age of

the population and the numbers of school children are placing
a strain on Gladstone's social and educational services.
History:
Gladstone occupies an area originally used as a cere
monial meeting ground for local Indians.

With the advent of

the frontier movement, the land became the property of the
federal government and was subsequently given to Henry Cason
and Peter Rinearson through donation land claims.

Judge

Cross bought Cason's house and property in 1893 and had it
platted--that land is now downtown Gladstone.

The town itself

incorporated in 1911 with a population less than 1000 persons.
until the 1940's, when automobile-use began to grow in
importance, Gladstone residents looked to

Or~gon

City for

shopping goods, employment, and political leadership (Oregon
City was formerly the territorial capitol).

Increasing

auto-use effectively forced the closure of the Interurban
Railway in 1958 and Gladstone's attention began to focus on
Portland as the major source of, goods, jobs, and social
activities.

Since that time, Gladstone's identity as a

"dormitory" for Portland workers has been reinforced and its
central business district 'has steadily declined in economic
importance.
Growth Boundaries:
In accord with CRAG Objective #5 we have designated
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Immediate and Future Urban Growth Boundaries for the City
of Gladstone as well as the prescribed Urban Service Area
(see accompanying map). The various boundaries were drawn
using these considerations:
1. To avoid the inclusion of any schools which
are near or at capacity;
2. To avoid inclusion of any areas which might
immediately overtax Gladstone's public facil
itie"s;
3. To "even out" City boundaries so that police
and fire protection and other public services
may be more easily provided;
4. To accommodate anticipated population and
services demanded by the year 2000.
The Immediate Growth Boundary includes over 133 acres of
"buildable" land; together with the Future Growth Boundary,
there are 161 acres qf such land within the Planning Area.
There are a variety.of physical features occurring inside
the Planning Area. Small hills rise in the northeast while
in the northwest, southwest, and southeast those hills gently
slope down towards the rivers, leaving Gladstone proper at
the bottom of this physical "enclosure." Soil types in the
area as well as the floodplains adjacent to the rivers act
as restrictions on the kind of development to be allowed in
certain areas of the City.
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STARTING POINTS
1.
2.

Planning Horizon: The' year 2000.
LCDC Goals/Guidelines: The 'advent of' st'ate":mandated
comprehens,iv~ 'planning in Oregon has erriphasized the
importanc~ 'of, land-use planning for' the 'effective' 'man
agement of both 'c'ominunity and' reg'ional growth" While
st~te goals and guidelines' are 'sometimes financially
difficult to comp'ly wi'th '(in the' 'case' 'of smaller qities
such as Gladst'one)', ,it must be 'recognized"that LCDC'
goals and guidelines' are ,des'igned to' 'O'en'e'f'it citizens
, and thus,' in this plan they will be' 'adhered to where
applicable.'
3. CRAG Goals/Objective's': As a 1l\eniber of' CRAG, Gladstone
must recognize 'its resPQn'sibilities for sharing in the
solution' of reg'ional problems as we'll as reaping the
benefits 'of' r~<jional activities.
'
,,
'
4. The Ci,ty of' Gladstone' 'must ,continue 'to accept and pro
vide 'for its "fair share'" of'regional loW-income hous
ing.
'
5.
6.

The population' of Gladstone 'is expeoted to 'increase to
l2,00Q by the 'year' 2000..,
Gladstone's Ass'et's:
, a. The 'r.iver's;, natural features.
b. Established residen'tial areaa.
c. McLoughlin Boulevard (provides a steady stream
of passe'rs-through 'which 'po.tentially can be
turned into shoppers)-.
d. Small t.own character (of~fers a chance to ~Iget
awaylf from the city).
Gladstone's Liabilities:
a. A declining CBD.
b. Near-capacity school enrollment.
c. Near-capacity sewage 'treatment facilities
(Oregon City plant)
d. Aging housing stock in parts of Gladstone.
e. McLoughlin Boulevard--presently serves more
as a'by-pass of Gladstone than an entrance
to Gladstone.
f. I-205-- presen'tly serves as a by-pass of
Gladstone.
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FOCUS
The plan should strive to reinforce both the economy
and the residential character of Gladstone. Without assured
sources of revenue for the years to come, Gladstone will be
unable to maintain an adequate level of community 'services.
If services do ·not keep pace wit~ community needs, desires,
and individua·l ability-to-pay, Gladstone' s "livability"-
its greatest asset--will deteriorate. It is the city's
livability, made up of its residential environment and its
natural amenities, that can be used to attract new sources
of revenue and build upon existi~g sources. Therefore, the
plan must preserve and upgrade these features to assure
Gladstone's continued importance in the metropolitan r~gion.
Specific neighborhoods within the Planning Area will
neither be des~gnated nor planned for. The plan will address
itself to the City as a whole and to particular areas when
necessary, but the delineation of ne~ghborhoods and the scope
'of plan-related activities within them shall be the respon
sibility of the Citizen Involvement Program.
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POLICIES
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CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT
Introduction:
A planning process that does not include the values
and opinions of the citizens who are affected by it is a
process that is limited in life-span as well as usefulness.
In recognition of that fact and ,in view of state and region
al directives regarding citizen participation, the City of
Gladstone has an obligation ~o develop such a program.
Currently Gladstone has no official citizen involvement
program, although a citizen advisory ~ommittee has been in
strumental in the preparation of several studies which are
a part of the current planning process.
Relationship to LCDC/CRAG r~quirements:
LCDC Goal #1 mandates a citizen ~nvolvement program
which "insures the opportunity for citizens to be involved
in all phases of the planning process." CRAG Objective #1
deals,with the regional citizen involvement program, but
states in part that CRAG will "actively pursue the coopera
tion of local land use planning agencies in developing mech
anisms for the utilization of local citizen involvement pro
grams in the regional planning process."
Policies:
1 The City of Gladstone shall develop a citizen
involvement program that offers the opportunity
for citizens to become involved in the planning
process at several levels and by a variety of
methods.
This policy recognizes that no two citizens, no two groups
share identical views, values, or interests, nor do they
feel comfortable communicating their view, etc. in the same
manner. A good citizen involvement program gears communi
cation channels such that the varying interests and capa
bilities of all citizens are easily translated into the
planning process.
-9

2

The Gladstone citizen involvement program
will be used as an integral part of the plan
ning process, both to transmit to and receive
information from citizens.
Implementation:
If it is found that the present planning staff does
not have time to develbp the pr~gram s'uch that it complies
with state and r~9ional requirements and/or provides the
necessary level of citizen involyement, an additional staff
person will be needed, at least until the program is well
es<tablished. The City, if it lacks funding to support a
full-time position, should request assistance from the LCDC
fie~d staff in developing the pr~gram.
The asu extension
servi.ce could also be contacted fo+ information with re
gards to setti~g up the pr~gram·and working with citizen
groups. Further, CRAG citizen involvement staff should be
looked to for help in the pr~gram's initial development and
for coordination of the Gladstone'citize~ involvement pro
gram with the r~gional planni~g process.
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ECONOMY
Introduction:
The economy of Gladstone depends on its relation" to
the economies of surroundi~g communities, its natural re
sources, and the thrift of its residents in managing and
utilizi~g economic and natural resources.
Economic re
sources,. grouped by land, labor," capital and 'tentrepreneur
ship" and measured by the availability of buildable land,
the skill and education level of the labor force, the resi
dents' incomes, and commercial activity can place the City
in an advantageous position relative to others when compet
i~g for new sources of revenue or jobs for residents.
An average Gladstonian is in his high earning years,
25-54, earning abou:t, $875 per mon~h, owns his own house,
and has one or two cars which he drives to work. He has
better than a high school education, is skilled, and has an
equal chance of working in the manufacturing, retail; or
service industry. He is married, probably has no children
yet, and spends about" 27% of his income for his house pay
ment~ 17% on car payments, with the rest going to food,
entertainment, and savings. He probably works outside of
Gladstone in Clackamas County, or Portland. His home is
valued at $27,000, and he pays about $868 per year in taxes.
Cities having economies which produce goods and services
for use in areas other than their own are said to export
goods and services1 such activitie~
form the base upon which
.
.
a stable economy may be built--historically such cities have
the highest survival rates. In Gladstone the economy i~
centered around automobile sales, convalescent care, edu
cation, labo~ export, and the local government. Gladstone's
economic problem lies in the nature of these activities.
Auto sales and convalescent care spend most of their income
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outside of Gladstone while education and. government take
out as much as they put in. Exported labor brings dollars
into Gladstone, but most of it is spent outside. The two
major groce~ stores in the City are supplied mainly from
the outside, thus that money is also lost. The City has
conGen~rated its efforts on single-family housing, allow
ing dominance of the economy by.the housing sector. Domina
tion by anyone sector usually results in instability as
that sector fluctuates with national cycles. A diversified
economy is capable of ridi~g out such cycles and has proven
~o be more stable.
Gladstone is in the position of a. typical suburb of the
Portland metropolitan area; as such, the si~gle-fami1y resid
ential domination of the land, as in Gladstone, is common
and results in overall problems we can classify as land use
mix, land use ,pattern, and access.
PROBLEM I: LAND USE MIX
Gladstone1s land use proportions, 86% residential, 13%
commercial, and less than 1% industrial, result in the high
tax burden that Gladstone residents must bear. This rate
of 32.17 per thousand, aver~ge, is the second highest in
the county after Or~gon City with 34.63, and fo~lowed closely
by West Linn with 11.17. More diversified cities display
significantly lower rates as in Milwaukie with 29.10, and
Lake Osw~go at 26.50. The high rate places Gladstone in a
relatively poor position in the competition for commercial
"and industrial land uses to whom taxes are major location
factors.
Secondly, si~gle family, large lot development, common
ly called sprawl, causes inefficient use of public facilities,
loss of natural open space, and results in increased munici
pal cost which then contributes to the high tax rate. City
revenue gen~rated minus service cost indicates that single
-12

family housing costs $260 per unit and that multi-family
housing only co~ts $90 per unit while commercial and in
dustrial uses contribute more to revenues than cost.
P.ROBLEM II: LAND USE PATTERN
Present inefficient land use, such as residences on
.
prime commercial property or space (land) intensive uses
at major-intersections keep the number 6f merchants per
passi~g buyer low and represents a lost opportunity for
sales and tax revenue while incurri~g greater cost on the
community. Regional comparisons by county indicate that
Clackamas has more business establishments than Washington
County but has lower dollar sales receipts, though both
have approximately the same population. This indicates that
expansion qould take place amo~g existi~g activities. The
problem in Gladstone is that such activities are "hemmed
in," in the downtown area, by residential areas and on
McL6~ghlin by la:rge space users who contribute "little to tbe
eeonomic base. Finally, local service 'activies are having
to compete with regional centers for space thb~gh they are
not aotually competi~g for the same markets.
PROBLEM lIlt ACCESS
Gladstone enjoys good access to r~gional employment
centers, which is why it is h~ghly so~ght-after as a resid
ential area. However, access within the area is not, good.
Access to ,the newer sections of town are especially poor
tho~gh the older section has more congestion due to competi
tion for use with traffic bound for MCLo~ghlin.
POTENTIALS:
I - EXPANSION OF COMMERCIAL AREAS
II - CAPITALIZE ON THE NATURAL BEAUTY OF
THE AREA
III - EXPAND RECREATION AND RECREATIONAL/
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES
Many firms now consider amenities a plus when locati~g
and thus search for locations which combine skilled labor,
"
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buildable land, and capital with pleasant surroundi~gs.
Gladstone certainly has all of these outstandi~g qualities
and, except for the problems mentioned above, is very com
petitive with a real plus in ,the potential amenities section.
Recreational activities can serve both new and existi~g
residents and could be economic, generators. The open space/
recreation section deals with this specifically.
NEEDS I: IMPROVE ECONOMIC SITUATION OF CITY
Projected, growth for the City'indicates improvements
in public facilities and ,schools wi~l be needed in the very
nea:r:;- future as facilities are in some cases already over
loaded. Details of public f.acilities· are 'located in that
section. Improvements draw heavily on City ,funds and si~gle
family residences carry most of this burden. Si~gle family
dwelli~gs provide 79% of taxes at an aver~ge of $900 per
unit. commercial provides an aver~ge of $2441 'per unit with
no associated schoQl cost as with si~g,le family 're.sidences,
yet represents only 13% of the City's property tax revenue.
Clearly it is ,to the benefit of the City to increase its
commercial and industrial sectors of the 'economy.
NEEDS II: DEVELOP GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPMENT
The development of a set of, guidelines" for .development
of the type's of land. uses desired would form a basis for
decision-maki~g on proposed projedts alo~g the lines s~ggested
above.
ECONOMIC GOALS
I The City will pursue the 'revitaliza~ion of its central
business district as a local service center.
II The City will facilitate devel'opment of McLo~ghlin
as a regional center as opposed to strip development.
III Diversification of the state and r~gional 'economy
thro~gh the use of underutilized human and nat?ral resources
is in conformity with both CRAG and LCDC, goals.
-14

Policies:
1 The City will begin an education program in
conjunction with its citizen involvement pro
gram to inform citizens of methods by which
they may initiate City improvements and the
benefit and cost of such improvements.
Implementation: (See citizen involvement section)
Local Improvement districts, park and recreation dis
tricts, special assessment and bonding requirements will be
inst~gated as a result of this action at citizen request.
2 The City will provide area specifically for
industrial and commercial parks.
Implementati'on:
2.1 Dev~lop guidelines for development which will
enable Gladstone to have a one stop process for development
of commercial and industrial uses. This will shorten de
veloper waiti~g time and lower cost to the buyer, placing
Gladstone well ahead of comparable cities.
2.2 Advertise in commercial journals expounding Glad
stone's virtues.
2.3 Areas particularly suitable for the implementation
of this policy include the areas surrounding the Safeway
store, the areas east of 205, the south end of Portland
Avenue, and the area north of the present Powell Laboratory
site between River Road and McLoughlin to Glen Echo.
3 The City shall develop Commercial/Recreation
al facilities which capitalize on the area's
natural beauty.
Implementation:
3.1 First priority for park funds will be given to
opportunities which reimburse the cost of development through
user fees.
3.2 Federal funds are available and should be sought
to improve parks and recreational areas where their location
will have the most impact on bo'l'steri~g civic pride.
-15

3.3 Ideas for revenue-produci~g rec,reation activities
ar~ pay tennis courts and baseball fields.
Others are 'de
tailed in the Recreation section.
3.4 Cost of development m,ay be ',reduced thro~gh the
use of area schools for' planni~9' purposes and, construction
as traini~g projects for studen~s as is 'done in the City
of Portland's Project "Green Fi~gers."
4 The City wil~ continue to support mass trans
it to impr.ove commuter access be'twee'n Glad
stone and other cities.
Implementation:
4. 1 The bus routes current'ly in Gladst'one 'need to
be adjusted to better serve 'the 'residents' n,e:e'ds; the
'Pransportation section covers this 'in detail. Given
that fuel costs are 'incr~asi~g, c'ominuters will seek hous
ing closer to their jobs, or cheaper transport. The current
policy of Tri-Met is ,to serve the 'downtown' Portland center.
The City of Gladstone, with '36% of its wO'rki'ng population
working in Portland, supports this policy tho~gh 50% of
i ts worki~g population works e~sewhe're 'in Clackamas County.
Bus routes should be 'adjusted to meet these 'nee'ds.
S The City will improve acces's wi thin the
City.
Implementation:
5.1 Remove local traffic competition with McLo~ghlin
by closing uns~gnaled acces,ses.
5.2 Improve pedestrian access by wideni~g streets,
sidewalks, and establishi~g trails. See 'the Recreation
and Open S~ace section for further details and specific
recommended areas.
, 5.3 Roads suitable for improvi~g access to the newer
sections of the City include 'Hereford, Glen Echo, and Hull.
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I

The City will encourage combined service/'
commercial and commercial/multi-family
construction in the central business dis
trict.
Implementation:
6.1 Develop, guidelines for development such that
community values are maintained such as privacy of both ad
joini~g residents and prospective users, and safety, health,
and welfare of all City residents.
6.2 Revise the Zoni~g ,or~inance accordingly.
7 The City will encourage higher densities as
more .efficient uses. of public facilities.
Implementation:
7.1 Revise the zoning and subdivision regulations such
that la~ge lots may acquire higher densities if Planned Unit
Developments, attached si~gle-family dwellings, or duplexes
are developed.
7.2 . Develop,guidelines for high~r densities within
the existi~g built up City whereby properly designed hous
ing types may be pleasantly combined while preserving open
space'.
Purpose:
Figure ~
indicates revenues and property taxes per
land use type. These figures indicate that multi-family
housi~g is more efficient than si~gle-family housing.
That
is, they cost less for the revenue they bring in. This re
sults mainly from the clustering of apartment units. Planned
unit developments combine clustered single-family and at
tached si~gle-family units to approximate multi-family cost
savings yet preserve open space to attain the best attri
butes of both' types of development.
S The City will designate a portion of
McLoughlin as an "Auto Park" for clus
tered auto sales activities.
Implementation:
8.1 Develop guidelines with auto dealers for an auto
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park which will include landscape buffer

planti~g

and

open space.
8.2

Auto sales activities not located in the desig

nated area will be designated as nonconforming uses.
8.3

Auto sales lots shall

uses requiring conformity
8.4

~e

designated conditional

to. guidelines.

An area which would be. suitable for this purpose

would be the area between Risely and McLoughlin.
9

Vacant land and car lots which close on
McLoughlin shall be zoned for commercial
park or industrial park use in areas not
in the Auto Park.

Implementation:
9.1

Areas on McLoughlin specifically suitable for

business park would be the vacant land near the intersection
with

Arli~gton

and the wooded site north of Powell· Labora

tory which has a view of the strip.
9.2

Industrial or industrial park use would be suit

able between River Road and McLoughlin between Glouchester
and Glen Echo.
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HOUSING
The quality of housi~g and the choice of housing stock
.
available to all socio-economic. groups are 'es'sential ele- .
ments of citizen satisfaction with their community. Housing
that is overcrowded, dilapidated, or lacing in adequate
facilities or amenities does not provide 'a desirable living
environment, yet a s~gnificant proportion of Gladstone's
housing is of such a condition. One-quarter, of the residents
are in the low-income cat~gory and one-quarter of these are
below the poverty line. This number includes one-fifth of
the elderly and many female heads of households. Thus, a
la~ge number of residents are payi~g a high percentage of
their income for housing that may not be serving their needs
adequately.
The location of housi~g is directly related to other
opportunities and serv.ices enjoyed by the inhabitants such
as the availability of ne~ghborhood parks and recreational
areas, access to retail centers, highways, and public transit.
These considerations are especially important in Gladstone
due to its h~gh proportion of elderly and low income groups
who are inherently less mobile than other s~gments of the
population but who nonetheless have rights to such services
and
opportunities which must be 'protected by the City.
.
Gladstone is presently overbuilt and overzoned for low
density, si~gle-fam~ly development. This phenomenon is a
result of the citizens' historical preference for such a
character in their community. ~ile such predilections
have established the character of Gladstone as an attractive,
quiet community, they have also established Gladstone's high
property tax rate,' the second h~ghest in Clackamas County.
It is an'economic fact that low density development is
more expensive than h~gh density development. This can be
,
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att~ibuted

primarily to the costs of providing public ser

vices such as sewer and water over a wide

ra~gi~g

area.

Other cost-raising factors i.nclude the development of longer
streets and sidewalks and the lower return per unit of land
the developer of such a spread-out pattern must bear.

These

costs are then added to the front-end Gost of any new home
in a new

~evelopment.

Increasing densities on new

single~family

developments,

however, can reduce these costs only slightly.
family

housi~g

Single

at any density is a far greater contributor

to burdens on the local.school system than multi-family de
yelopments..

The plain fact is that single-family homes aver

age almost twice the number of school age children per unit
as do multi-family homes and the cost of paying for the local
school system constitutes approximately two-thirds of the
property tax.
Given that Gladstone's public service and school systems
are already strained to capacity, that

si~gle-family

develop

ments of the type historically prevalent in the City has put
the cost of such housing beyond the financial capacity of
many of the City's residents and that in so doing, the stock
of less

expe~sive,

older

housi~g

that would otherwise filter

down to lower income groups has slowed, or stopped altogether,
we feel that the time has come for Gladstone to re-examine
its priorities in its residential composition.
Another interest group whose needs are not being met by
the City's housing policies, is the elderly--approximately
15% of the City's population.

.Though this group is concen

trated in the nursing and convalescent homes , in the City,
these residents and their counterparts in private residences
thro~ghout

the City, presently suffer from a lack of coordina

tion between City housing policies and other policy elements-
this plan will attempt to rectify the situation.
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A major part of these problems can be discussed in
one

word--acce~s.

almost any other

Elderly residents are less' mobile than
s~gment

of the population.

Those who are

able'to take care of their daily needs such ,as grocery
shopping and visiti~g frfends and relatives, should be
encourag~d

and aided in their

de~ires

to do so through an

- improved access system that is removed from vehicular traffic.
This

:'~ystem,

which is explained in greater detail in other

elements of the plan, should be integrated with mass transit
access points and commercial centers to maximize the elderly's
access to these vital elements.of their lifestyle.
Another problem is that too frequently elderly residents
occupy some of the oldest

housi~g

necessarily dilapidated, such

~n

housi~g

the City.

is frequently expen

sive to heat or has severe maintenance problems.
incom~s

Though not
The fixed

of many of the elderly' are inadequate to rectify

these problems.
pr~grams

There are several federal income assistance

which could help these 'res'idents overcome their

problems.
A problem of the City that is of concern to all citizens
is the qu'ality of development that will occur in the last
quarter of this century when Gladstone is projected to ex
pand its population by 50%.
An important element of this qua'lity is the degree to

which the City wil'l guarantee the visual attractiveness of
the new neighborhoods.

A park system to be discussed in

greater detail later in this plan will aid tremendously in
both

assuri~g

the visual attr.activeness of the community

and providing opportunities for all residents of all neighbor
hoods to enjoy an outdoor experience.
Import~nt

contributions 'can be made to this quality by

the housi~g element itself.

Gladstone will need an addi

tional 4510 housing units to serve the projected population
of 12,000 by the year 2000.

The City has the option of
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policies now that will assure that these new
units will not only serve the special needs of Gladstone's
residents but will do so in ways that will reflect to the
credit of all res.idents.
Residential development patterns that are repetitious
and buildi~g styles that are architectur~lly unim~ginative
tend to create a feeli~g of monotony anq loss of identity.
La~ge areas of vacant land exist in study areas 4 and 5
and the City would do well to ensure that the new develop
ments that can be expected to occur there complement and
enhance "the attractive surroundings, both natural and man
made.
Areas of multi-family development can be strategically.
located to provide access for these residents to community I
activity centers to alleviate - the dependence of .these resi
dents on automobiles and thereby reduce traffic problems
in the vicinity. .H~gh density development should not be used
as a method of "bufferi~g" si!lgle-family homes from incom
patible uses in a manner that will cause these high density
residents to lose a feeli!lg of identity~with the places
where they live. Rather, an interspersi!lg of high density
residential uses with small scale commercial centers and
separation of such mixed-use areas from si!lgle-family
developments by a trail or local street will help both
areas' residents keep a feeli~g of identity and keep
thro~gh traffic from bei~g a hazard for young children of
single-family areas. In other h~gh density areas landscap
ing that is complementary to the natural landscape can pro
vide adequate separation of dwelli~gs without causing a
feeling of isolation or ostracism on the part of apartment
dwellers.
Lastly, the historical herit~ge of Gladstone, as typi
fied by many of its dwelli~gs and points o! interest, must
developi~g
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be preserved.

This can be accomplished by focusing simul

taneously on two areas:
neighborhoods.
homes and an

A

rehabilitation and preservation of

catal~ging

invest~gation

of historically significant

of public aid programs should

be used to. guide development around these homes and sites
while ensuring their continuing viability.
Ne~ghborhood

deterioration.occurs for several reasons

but one over which the City can exercise most control is
the desertion of neighborhoods for new areas on the edge of
town.

This can be halted by encouraging an infilling pro

cess.

Such a

p~ocess

not only helps stabilize neighborhoods

but helps keep development from encroaching on surrounding
fri~ge

land in advance of the provision of public services
and facilities.
This in turn keeps costs of such services
to the community law by

utilizi~g

and concentrating those

services that do exist.
Consistent with the foregoing discussion we suggest
the City adopt the

followi~g

policies and implementation

stra t~g.ie s •
Policy:
I

The City shall make equal housing opportun
ities available to all residents.

This can be accomplished

thro~gh

rent and homeowners' sub

sidies offered by the federal government.

Gladstone should

work with the state and county governments as well as the
local Community Action Agency .to make these funds available.
Keeping the cost of new housing low will aid the filter
i~g

down process thro~gh which older housing is passed along

to lower income groups.

This can be accomplished through

the encouragement of higher densities through density bonus
methods such as the Planned Unit Development (P.U.D.).
The City should also re-examine its preference towards
si~gle-family

homes. Even with P.U.D.'s, the cost of a
home will be beyond the reach of many residents. More en
couragement should be given to multi-family dwellings,
-23
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perhaps thro~gh a revised appl.ication process. Apartment
units in Gladstone presently are quite low. Such an em
phasis on apartment construction would assure a continuation
of low units.
2 The City shall adopt land use regulations
that encourage a variety of housing styles
and residential development patterns.
This could be accomplished by making the zoning and subdivision
ordinances more flexible in their setback and yard require
ments. Density bonuses for all types of development can also
be made contingent upon the provision of certain amenities
such as added landscaping, open space or proximity to com
munity service or activity centers.
3 The City shall encourage multi-family de
velopment in such a manner that residents
can develop a feeling of identity.
This could be done by allowi~g some apartment development
in areas formerly reserved for single-family homes. Multi
family development should especially be encour~ged near
commercial centers.
4 The City shall adopt a housing code in order
to ensure the continued quality of Glad
stone's housing stock.
To implement this policy, the City Council can either develop
its own set of standards or can adopt the State of Oregon
model housing code. Enforcement of the housing code will re
quire new funding for inspectors, however. Enforcement of
the housi~g code could be combined with that of the building
code and thus some labor cost savings could be achieved.
5 The City shall encourage rehabilitation of
the existing housing stock with a special
emphasis on historically significant homes.
This effort should be coordinated with the preservation of
historical~y s~gnificant sites.
6 No building per.mits shall be allowed for
construction of dwellings that are nat in
conformance with the foregoing policies.
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PUBLIC FACILITIES
Introduction:
In order to reinforce the l.ivability of" the City,
public facilities and services must be maintained at an
acceptable level. The City of Gladstone is served by two
water districts, three sew~r dis~ricts, and solid waste
disposal site. In addition, the City maintains its own
s~hool syste~ and p~ovides its own fire and policy protec
tion. The City now faces problems in the prov~sion of
water, sew~ge treatment, and educational facilities which
need immediate attention. Due to the immediate needs of
these facilities, a, general policy has been developed to
allow the City to comply with the, goals and objectives CRAG
and LCDC have identified for public facilities and services.
The goals are as follows:
1. CRAG--nDevelopment shall be supported by types
and levels of public facilities and services appropriate
for ••• uses permitted in urban ••• areas."
2. LCDC--"To plan and develop a timely, orderly,
and efficient arra~gement of public facilities and ser
vices to serve as a framework for urban ••• development."
Policy:
Development will coincide with the provision of
public water, sewage" treatment, and school fac
ilities. These facilities shall be capable of
adequately serving all intervening properties as
well as the proposed development.
Implementat.ion:
The planni~g staff should prepare a public facilities
and services impact assessment on single
and multi-family
:
development~ of six units or more.
This assessment will
estimate the anticipated impact the development will have
on the public water supply, the sew~ge treatment plant's
capacity, and the school system•. The assessment should be
'")
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presented as an element of the staff's report before the
planni~g co~ission when the proposed developn;tent is in
,the preliminary plat approval st~ge.
Schools - Bac~ground:
Gladstone School District No. 115 is composed of
three schools: Gladstone H~gh School, Kraxberger Middle
School" and Gladstone El'enientary Scho'ol. The major problem
faci~g' the district is th~t pre~ent enrollments are creat
ing a need for additional facilities. The 'elementary
school has an enrol'lment whi'ch 'exceeds the buildi~g' s
capacity, and the middle scho'ol's enrollment is only fifty
students below capaci~y. This prob~em is ~~gravated by
the fact tha.t b,y the year 2000 there will be, an estimated
863 additional students in the Gladstone 'school system.
The intent of the plan's pol.icies for school facilities
is to ensure that they reflect the objective LCDC has out
lined: "Key facilities shall be 'inclu4ed in each plan to
meet current and lo~g ra~ge needs."
Policies:
1 The City shall identify a site for the'
future construction of a new elementary
school.
2 The middle school's present instructional
grades shall be altered from the present
5-8 to, grades 6-8.
3 Kraxbe~ger Middle School will be 'expanded.
The precedi~g poliCies are intended to achieve three
basic objectives. First, the new elementary school will
relieve the present enrollment problems at the existi~g
facility, and,it will provide a facility which can meet long
ra~ge educational needs.
Second, by alteri~g the number of
instructional,grades at the middle school the present en
rollment pressures could be 'relieved. Third, expansion of
the middle school's facilities is intended to provide ade
quate space to serve the City's lo~g ra~ge needs in the
field of education.
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Implementation:
The existi~g' School operati~g bu~get does not contain
the funds to implement policies' I and 3. A special bond
election would be required to implement these polic~es. In
relation to the st?ging of these policies, the first and
second policies should be 'implemented within the next five
years; and the third policy should be 'implemented by the
mid-1980's.
Police and Fire Protedtion - Bac~ground:
The present volunteer fire dep'artment and the City
police department provide 'an adequate level of service.
While future, growth will expand the service area that must
be covered by these depar'tments, it is anticipated that
these services can be provided at an acceptable level.
The objective 'of this plan's policies for police' and fire
protedtion is to ensure consistency with the regional
goal outlined by CRAG: "Development shall be supported by •••
levels of public facilities and services appropriate for •••
uses permitted in urban ••• areas."
Policies:
I The City shall continue to maintain its pre
sent volunteer fire and police departments.
2 The City shall evaluate yearly the need for
additional equipment and personnel.
Implementation:
The planni~g staff should prepare a yearly report
identifyi~g two, thi~gs; the number of structures built in
the previous year and the amount of area which the City
annexed in the previous year. With this information, plus input
from the police and fire chiefs, the city council should be
able to determine if budget increases are warran~ed for these
departments.
Water Service - Bac~ground:
The City is served by two water districts, Oak Lodge
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and the City of Gladstone. The major problem is that
Gladstone's water pump station lacks the necessary pump
ing capacity to provide service to the incre,asing popula
tion within its service area. This plan's policies for
water service are consistent with state and regional goals
for the'provision of public facilities and servicefi;:
LC])C--"Urban development shall be supported by types
and levels of urban ••• public facilities and services
appropriate for ••• the needs and ~equirements of the urban
areas to be served."
CRAG--"Capital improvement programming and budgeting
should be utilized to achieve desired types and levels of
public facilities and services in urban ••• areas."
Policies:
1 The City shall expand the capacity of the
present water pump station in order to
provide an adequate supply of water for
future residents.
Implementation:
This policy will require the City to create, as part
of a new capit'al improvement program, a plan to carry out
the policy.
2 The City shall contract with Oak Lodge and
Clackamas County to provide wat'er to existing
and future areas of Gladstone which fall
within their respective service areas.
This policy is intended to reduce the fiscal burden
of extensive expansion or construction of a water supply
system.
Implementation:
The proposed policy is consistent with present City
policy. The Oak Lodge Service District is presently ser
vicing parts of Gladstone; and they.and Clackamas County
have an adequate water supply to meet future demands.
Sewage Service - Backg~ound:
The City of Gladstone is served by three sewerage
-30
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districts, Clackamas County Service District No.1, Oak
Lodge Service District, and the Oregon City sewage treat
ment plant. The Oregon City facility serves most of the
area within the present city limits of Gladstone. The
plant now operates beyond its capacity nine months 'of the
year. One of the objectives of this plan's policies for
sewage facilities is to insure that the policies reflect
the goals and object,ives outlined by LCDC which prescribes:
"Development shall be supported by the types and levels of
urban ••• public facilities and services appropriate for •••
the needs and requirements of the urban area to be served,"
and that "plans should provide for a management program
to assign •••'roles and responsibilities to those governmental
bodies in the planning area."
Policies:
1 The City shall support the creation of the
Tri-City Service District.
This policy would allow the City to increase residential
densities without causing further environmental degradation
of the Willamette River.
Implementation:
This policy will require that federal funds be requested
. prior to September 1977 in order to receive 75% funding by
the E.P.A. Furthermore, the voters within the proposed
service district must approve the sale of general obligation
bonds to finance the remaining 25% of the proposed project
cost.
2 The City shall contract with Oak'Lodge and
Clackamas County to provide sewerage service
to exist~ng and future areas of Gladstone
which fall within their service areas.
Implementation:
The continuation and future expansion of the contractual
agreements the City maintains with these two districts will
not be difficult since these two other districts currently
have excess sewage treatment capacity.
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Solid Waste - Background:
Present solid waste disposal is operated by a pri
vate franchise, and there is no attempt to recycle any
of the materials. One objective of this plan's policy
for solid waste disposal is to be consistent with CRAG's
goal: "optimum- resources recovery and recycling ••• shall
be provided for all solid ••• wa~te related activities."
POlicy:
The City shall work actively towards the
establishment of a Tri-City recycling cen
ter.
Implementation:
Through interjurisdictional cooperation a site and
funding pr~gram could be dev~loped for a recycling center.
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TRANSPORTATION
Assumed and Existi~g Conditions:
Motor vehicle transportation within Gladstone is a
result of locally generated traffic and regional through
traffic. The dominance of residential activities within
Gladstone generates traffic for. shoppi~g, journeys to
work, and recreational or leisure trip purposes. The
location of Gladstone within the Oregon City traffic
corridor and the presence of I-205 makes the City subject
to high levels of regional vehicles miles traveled. Traf
fic volumes for 1974 in thousands of .vehicles per day are
presented in F~gure 1. Passenger vehicles accounted for
between 97.4 and 99.6 percent of the traffic flow during
the afternoon peak hours. Primary transportation reliance
in the area is on the private automobile.
Tri-Met provides bus service throughout the metro
politan area and currently provides three routes which
service Gladstone. Routes 33 and 34 provide transporta
tion to the Portl.and CBD and Route 72 providi~g transporta
tion to Southeast and Northeast Portland, terminating at
Portland International Airport.
Table :4, "Gladstone Work Force by Job Location,"
indicates that the job locations of Gladstone residents
are dispersed thro~ghout the r~gion maki~g the provision
of mass transit service difficult.
Planni~g for the future transportation needs of
Gladstone requires some knowle~ge of future 'transportation
demand. While it remains unclear as to what specific
levels of transportation will prevail by the year 2000,
certain, general trends may be forecas~. In October, 1976,
the Or~gon State H~ghway Division projected that by 1990
traffic vO.lumes along McLo~ghlin Blvd. will be 35,000
vehicles per day, an increase of 9,000 vehicles per day
over 1976. For I-205 the department has projected 70,000
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vehicles per day. These figures assume light rail transit
from Portland to Oregon City, an Oregon City bypass, and the
completion of I-205. Further increases in vehicles per
day between 1990 and 2000 will depend on regional popula
tion and economic activity.
Within G1ads,tone the projected 50% increase in popu
lation by the year 2000 is expected to result in an in
crease in local transportation demand. Increased tl;"affic
volumes are anticipated for Gladstone's minor arterials
and greater than proportional increases are projected for
the nor'th and north-'centra1 area of Gladstone, the area
, v
having the 1arge$t amounts of ~acant buildable land, and
for Arlington street between McLoughlin and 1-205 •
Identification of Problems and Potentials:
The primary transpo~tation problem in Gladstone
is the heavy reliance on the p~ivate automobile. The dom
inance of the automobile causes problems of air and noise
pollution, ineffioient energy oonsumption, inefficient
land-use patterns; and pedestrian and bicycle safety
considerations. st~eet-related problems have been identi
fied in the Transportation section of the Elements docu
ment, sununarized here:
1. The present circulation system directs relatively
high volumes of traffic along pedestrian-generating can
ters.
2. Access str~ets are being utilized for through
traffic.
3. T~ucks are presently utilizing several City streets.
4. Providing left turns on and ready access onto Mc
Loughlin Blvd. at non-signalized intersect~ons presents poten
tial hazards, slows traffic flow and encourages through
traffic ~n access streets.
5. The City lacks visual boundary definitions at its
ingress and egress points.

.
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6. The ambient noise levels alo~g McLoughlin Blvd.
and I-205 are too excessive for resi4ential development.
While the automobile currently presents many probr'ems
for Gladstone, 'several alternatives have the potential to
reduce these problems.
Tri-Met and CRAG are currently investigati~g the
feasibility of l~ght rail service to Gladstone as part of
the nOregon City Transit Corridor Plan." As presently con
ceived, plans are to provide Gladstone with a conununity-or
iented l~ght rail station and line along the abandoned
Portland Traction Company right-of-way by 1990. With
operati~g headways of 10-20 minutes duri~g the peak hours
and 20-30 minutes duri~g the off-peak hours, the station
would be serviced by a Tri-Met bus feeder system integrated
with the rail line and designed to sieve the maximum number
of potential riders.
A further potential for reducing the rel~ance on
the automobile is the development of a pedestrian and bike
trail network that would connect residents with transit
f.acilities, recreational facilities and local, commercial
activity centers.
Transportation Goals:
It is important for Gladstone to e$tablish a trans
portation goal that is both locally efficient and compatible
with CRAG and LCDC goals. The primary transportation goal
is to encourage a safe, convenient and economic transporta
tion system.
CRAG Objective #8: The transportation system "shall
be designed to facilitate and encourage an increase in the
ratio of public transit trips to automobile trips, the
system des~gn shall encour~ge optimum utilization of the
existi~g highway facilities, the transportation system
shall be des~gned to accommodate increased numbers of
transportation disadvantaged persons, the transportation
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design shall be encouraged to provide facilities for safe
human-powered and pedestrian traffic. In addition, the
transportation system shall as a goal be designed to re
duce ene~gy consumption, increase safety, reduce land
use conflicts, reduce air and noise pollution and ,support
planned development. II
LCDC Goal #12: The transportation plan shall "(1) con
sideX' all modes of transportation including mass transit,
air, water, p;ipe1.ine, rail, highway, bicycle and pedestrian;
(2) be based upon an inventory of local, regional and state
transportat'ion needs; (3) consider the differences in social
consequences that would result from utilizing differing
combinatiohs of transportation modes; (4) avoid principal re
liance upon anyone mode of transportation; (5) minimize
adverse social, economic and environmental impacts, and costs;
(6) conserve ene~gy; (7) meet the needs of the transportation
disadvantaged by improving transportation services, (8)
facilitate the flow of goods and services so as to strengthen
the local and regional economy; and (9) conform with local
and re'\iona.l comprehensive land use plans.
include a provision for
Policies:
1 The City will support the regional adoption
of light rail transit and encourage decreased
reliance on the private automobile.
Implementation:
Ci ty official'S and staff should' be instructed to work
with CRAG and Tri-Met at promoting regional adoption of the
Oregon City Light Rail Line.
2 The City will designate a 25-foot light rail
transit right-of-way along the abandoned
Portland Traction Company right-af-way.
Implementation:
The City staff should be instructed to work with Tri-Met
in the design of a safe and efficient righb-of-way.
The City should adopt a street ordinance and an official
-38-,
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street map, which includes a l~ght rail designation.
3 The City will designate a light rail trans
it station stop alo~g Portland Avenue.
Implementation:
The City should create a special citizen advisory com
~ittee to select an appropriate station location and de
sign which meets minimum Tri-Met operational and design
specifications.
4 The City will encourage high residential
develo.pment within walking distance of
the light rail transit stop.
Implementati 9n: .
The City should revise Gladstone's Zoning Ordinance
to allow for high density residential development.
S The City will establish official bus routes
for the Tri-Met Feeder Bus Network.
Implementat'ion:
The City's planning staff should be instructed to
wo:t"k wit.h Tri-Met in desig·ning optimal bus routes within
Gladstone. The City should adopt a street ordinance and an
official street map and include a bus route designation.
6 The. City will develop a pedestrian and
bike trail network that provides access
for residents to transit facilities,
r~creational facilities and local com
mercial activity centers.
Implementation:
The City should follow the implementation strategies
as identified in the Open Space section.
7 The City will establish two hour parking
zones in areas adjacent to the light rail
transit station stop.
Implementation:
The City should purchase and post traffic signs in
dicati~g the two hour parking restriction.
The City should instruct the police to ticket vehicles
found in violation of the parking restriction.
I
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The City will purchase and operate a
municipal parking lot adjacent to the
light rail station stop, and charge
vehicle user fees,.
.
Implementation:
The City should purchase a suitable lot, pave and line
the surface, and landscape. , The City should install parki~g
meters.
9 The City will cut off through traffic
on Dartmo~th Street and 'Clarendon Street
to MCLo~ghlin Blvd.
Implementation:
The City should dead end Glo'ucester Street, Dartmouth
street, and Clarendon Street at McLoughlin Blvd.
10 The city will designate as truck routes:
Arl'ington, Oatfield; 82nd, Portland
Avenue, McLoughland Blvd. and 1-205.
Implementation:
The City shou~d adopt a street ordinance and an
official street map and include a truck route designation.
The City should post s~gns indicati~g the truck re
striction.s.
11 The City will close Clackamas Blvd. to
through traffic and will only permit ac
cess to Cross Park.
Implementation:
The City should employ the implementation strategies
discussed under the Recreation/Open Space Policies section.
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RECREATIONAL/OPEN SPACE
Assuming that the recommended commercial development
becomes a reality, the City of Gladstone will have a more
balanced economy. Since it is an economic fact that a
balanced economic system is likely to produce revenues· in
excess of expenses, the City can expect growth in its bud
get surplus. The provision of other services seems to be
keeping pabe ~airly well with development even under the
unbalanced economy the City now has. It is the recommendation
of this study t.hat the increased revenue produced by the
balanci~g of the economy be direct~d in large part to
finance the ~ecreational and park system.
There\are soupd economic reasons for such an effort.
Presently 'Gladstone has only two commodities upon which to
base its economic well bei~g--its largely exported labor
force and the physical amenities which make the City such
an at~ractive place to live. Realistically, community
attitudes will preclude the development of an industrial
sector or the,growth of a commercial sector any la~ger than
is necessary to serve the needs of the residents. Under
such a scenario the only way that Gladstone can increase its
wealth is through- th~ expansion of its population; provided
such papulation, growtb is plpnned and directed as recommended
in the HQusi~g section of this plan. Since the wealth of
Gladstone is basically dependent on the increasing population
the Cit.y must develop an inherent attraction for residential
growth. It is the recommendation of this plan that Gladstone
trade on and utilize its physical amenities as a force for
the attraction of growth.
There are also socio-economic reasons for assuring a
stro~g commitment to and development of a park and recrea
tional facility system such as the one recommended. Aside
from the considerations of environmental preservation of
-42

unique and attractive areas there is the fact that regional
residents, as a group, are enjoying greater wealth, pro
ductivity and leisure time. This has led to an increased
interest in outdoor activities. However, "laissez-faire"
development policies have made severe inroads on the open
space that is naturally available for the use of the City's
residents. At the same time, increasi~g energy costs are
making travel to recreational facilities less feasible
economically for many of Gladstone's residents. Moreover,
Gladstone ~as a wide diversity of recreational user,group
charac"teristics. There "can be little doubt that persons of
all socia-economic backgrounds and characteristics have a
right to recreational and outdoor experiences. Without a
cohesive, int~grated" recreational facility plan to which
the city is committed, some of these user groups will
eventually be denied the benefits of such an experience.
It is an important feature of the proposed recreation
system that it is int~grated and coordinated with the other
systems we propose for the City and that together these
systems ensure that the goals of the City will be met. It
has been recommended that new commercial centers provide re
creational areas with facilities such as picnic tables,
benches, and basic children's play structures. Such areas
will enhance the attractiveness of commercial areas and
thereby en"sure their use by community residents. This in
creased usage will be supp1ementeq by the proposed bike
and trail system. Not only will such a system provide an
alternative to the private automobile for community access
but it will provide the elderly and very young with a safe,
convenient circulation system away from vehicular traffic.
Such a system will enhance the usability of the expanded
commercial sector, increasi~g local merchant and thereby
community income.
The recreational system is also a part of the energy
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conservation element. The system provides an attractive
alternative to traveli~g increasi~gly expensive distances
to use recreational facilitie~. It also provides an
alternative commuter mode for residents who work .in Glad
stone 'and nearby communities.
The system is also int~grated with the Housing element.
The recreational trails are used. to separate incompatible
or uncomplementary land uses. The parks enhance the liv
ability of the ne~ghborhoods in which they are located and
help to. give each neighborhood a distinctive character.
The recreational system as described on the appended
map is the physical produpt of the matrix included in the
land use inventory portion of the plan. As such it is
designed to maximize recreational and outdoor experience
opportunities for all members of the community. Since
Gladstone is a member of the r~gional community, represented
by the Columbia R~gion Association of Governments (CRAG),
is important to note the major goals of CRAG to which the
proposed recreational plan is addressed:
1. Within the r~gion by the year 2000, there should
be a major park within five miles of every home.
2. The overall ratio of park space to population
should be improved to 7 acres/1000 by the year 2000.
3. The region should fill the need for more special
purpose parks by the year 2000. Such special purpose parks
include golf courses and water-oriented facilities.
4. There should be an intraregional system of access
so .that all residents of the region may enjoy the region as
a whole.
,
Gladstone's attractive position at the confluence of
the Clackamas and Willamette Rivers puts the City in a unique
position to contribute to the goal of providing for the needs
for special ~urpose parks. As sucn, the golf course located
in the floodplain and the recommended boat launching and
fishi~g facilities are an important ~art of this provision.
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Also included are tennis courts and swinun.i~g pools which
are designed to be accessible to the r~gion as a whole as
well as the local community.
Last~y, Gladstone's local bikeway system has been
integrated with the r~gional bikeways that pass thro~gh
the City. The regional bikeways are a high priority item
with-.CRAG as they are designed to be commuter routes to
adjoining cities. Coordination between the two systems
is an important element in the success of both. Not only
is this coordination an important element in their success;
it is sound business sense for the City, as such a system
will bring in business from "landlocked" portions of the
region as residents ~ome to enjoy the river and other
amenities the recreational system has to offer.
There are also elements in the plan of consideration
outlined by the Land Conservation and Development Commission.
Especially critical is the Will~ette River Greenway System.
There.is strong evidence of the public commitment to the
Greenway System to preserve scenic and recreational values
provide an open space setti~g_for urban development and to
connect parks and points of aesthetic interest alo~g the
Willamette River.
It is important for the success and public commitment
to the parks and recreational system that it be recognized
that such a system, properly developed, can be not only.
economically affordable but actually an economic asset.
By way of introduction it was pointed out that initial fund
ing for the system could be obtained through expansion of
the commercial sector. Once-an initial cQmmitment to the
system has .been made, the system, in conjunction with the
other elements of the plan,-will change the economic
quality of the City.
Presently, Gladstone residents pay approximately the
-45

same amount per $1000 of assessed value as surrounding
municipalities even with its disproportionately small
commercial sec~or. Nonetheless, the City has-been pro
vidi~g adequate levels of municipal services.
Once the
commercial sector has been expanded to capture a proportional
amount of the capital the exported population bri~gs back to
the City at the end of each worki~g day the City can expect
to see revenues increasing faster than costs. Given the
prevailing community atti,tudes about development other than
residential, the City is limited to relying on a growi~g
population to increase its revenue once the commercial
sector has expanded to the level where it is providing,for
the needs of its residents. Community attitudes will
further ensure that this is as m~ch as the commercial
s~ctor can expand at anyone time.
Therefore, local
employment opportunities will never be extensive compared
to population. Thus, Gladstone must strive to remain a
"good place to live" rather than a "good place to work."
The best way to accomplish this end is through an expanded,
integrated recreational system that is responsive to a popu
lation of diversely characterized user groups.
Recreational System Purpose,s and Poltibies and Policy Im
plementation:
Purposes:
1. To preserve cultural and aesthetic assets while
maximizing recreational opportunities.
2. To create a recreational system that is an economic
asset to the City.
Policies:
1 The City shall designate recreational and
park facilities as' upublic utilities."
2 The City shall establish a Park and Recrea
tional System Fund.
There has been a tre'nd in recent years to require
developers of new subdivisions to dedicate a portion of
their development for public open space. Altho~gh this
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may seem a. goo'd idea on the surface "there are several 'prob
lems inherent in such asys,tem. First, the development of
an open space system frequently results in a haphazard
pattern of open space areas. Too often these areas are too
small to be of much benefit because the 'developer honestly
cannot lose much buildable area and still have a profitable
development. Also such open spaces are often too small to
permit any activities other than picnicking or similar
passive recreational activities. Similarly, the developer
may dedicate unusable open space such as gullies, ravines,
etc. Not only does. this practice not contribute open space,
it is dangerous for small children who play unsupervised.
Under a community development fund these problems are
eliminated. Each new development is assessed an amount
equivalent to its projected contribution to the City's
recreational system needs. This money is then placed in a
separate bank account for recreational system capital
purchases only. While in the fund, the money accumulates
interest, an important fund resource in itself particularly
in cities of Gladstone's size. An adopted open space plan
would allow for the purchase of such areas far enough in
advance of development pressure tha~ the acquisition costs
are minimized. Once development is directed towards areas
where recreational open space exists the only costs involved
are those of improvements.
La~ger parks and recreational areas as well as neigh
borhood facilities can be" acquired in the same way. More
over, these 1a~ger areas can and should be equipped with
facilities for which user fees can be charged, such as
tennis courts, swimmi~g pools, golf course, etc. In small
towns the franchise tax and business licenses provide a
relatively 1a~ge proportion of income. Therefore, concessions

at some of the la~ger facilities should be encouraged
and, 'if feasible, a percent~ge of this income might be
contributed to the fund as well.
3 The City shall not allow development in
areas not adequately served by~public utili
ties ,except where an amount adequate to pay
for the ~dditional burden on such facilities
is deposited. or guaranteed by the developer.
4

The City shall establish recreational fac
ilities that pr.ovide direct fiscal returns.
The City should examine its areas of natural envir
onmental resources such as the marshlands in the northwest
section of the study area. The State Wildlife Commission
will pay municipalities t~e equivalent of the property
taxes that could be obtained if the property were developed.
Other fundin9 sources are the franchise tax as desc~ibed
above and facilities for which user fees can be charged
such as tennis courts, boat launching ramps, swimming pools,
and baseball diamonds.
5 The City shall establish a given percentage
of the annual capital budget to be allocated
to the Park and Recreational System Fund.
Such fund allocations will gather interest. In this
way annual withdrawals from the C'i ty' s general fUnd for the
recreational system will be kept to a minimum when added to
the other fundi~g sources suggested.
6 The City shall establish the pedestrian and
bike trail syste~ as a community access
system to major activity centers. This
system shall also be used to separate other
wise incompatible uses.
Where feasible these trails should be utilized as
easements for all unde~ground utilities. In this way, the
utility pays a la~ge share of t~e cost of acquisition and
maintenance which the community pays for the rest. This
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is an equitable arra~gement since the whole community bene
fits from such a system.
If such an arrangement is impractical the 'trails can
be acquired in a manner similar to that for the acquisition
of other open space areas. Since the 'desired looation of
such trails is known beforehand, each development can be
required to dedicate or pay into .the fund. In either case,
the amount required will be minimal since the trails are
generally fairly narrow.
7 The City shall establish the· Clackamas
River Greenway as an extension and com
plement to the Willamette River Greenway.
An important contribution can be made by Gladstone
to the success of the Willamette River Greenway System
through the development of a similar system along the
Clackamas River. The Clackamas River Greenway was proposed
to preserve the floodplain in the southeastern. portion of
the regional urbanizi~g area. A chain of parks already
exists along the river and a trail system and compatible
activities have been developed to connect this system of
parks as well as provide recreational space along the way.
A positive commitment to the Clackamas River Greenway can
ensure the success of the Will~ette River Greenway through
supporti~g the protection of a major tributar¥ and by set
ting an example for other cities located on the banks of
the Willamette and its tributaries.
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AIR AND WATER QUALITY - NOISE POLLUTION
Introduction:
Air and water quality are problems which must be
dealt with at the regional level. Presently, th~ City has
no policies concerni~g these 'issu(as'. However I there are
policies which the City could implement in order to help
maintain r~gional water quality, and protect residents
from h~gh levels of air and noise pollution.
Air Quality and Noise Pollution - Background:
Gladstone's major sour.ce of air pollution is auto
emissions. The critical air quality problems are most
persistent within 50 feet of heavily traveled h~ghways.
The state's carbon monoxide standards are now being ex
ceeded along McLo~ghlin.
Gladstone's'major source of noise pollution is gen
erated by auto a~d truck traffic on major streets. The
policy developed to deal with these problems is consistent
with the LDCD, goal which states: "Plans should buffer and
separate those land uses which create or lend to conflict
ing ••• impacts."
Policy:
All future residential units will be re
qu~red to have setbacks of 65 feet (mini
mum) from the center line of all designated
arterial streets.
The primary objective of this policy is to protect
residents from air and noise pollution. generated by large
volumes of traffic along major streets.
Implementation:.
The present zoning ordinance will be amended to
include the proposed 65 foot setback requirement.
Water Quality - ~ackground:
The Oregon City sew~ge treatment plan s~rves most of
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the residents within Gladstone. The facility presently
operates nine months of the year with over capacity flows
of sew~ge. The over capacity demand has 'resulted in.
sew~ge bei~g discha~qed into the r,iver without adequate
treatment. One objective 'of this plan's policy for water
quality is to insure 'that it is conais,tent with LCDC's, goal:
"The maintenance and improvemeni;:. of water res'ources wi thin
the $tate."
Policy:
The City shall maintain and upgrade the
water quality of the Willamette and Clacka
mas Rivers.
Implementation:
To implement this policy the City should follow the
first policy and implementation ..strategy outlined in the
water service section of this'plan.
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ENERGY CONSERVATION
Assumed and

Conditions:
Ene~gy oonsumption within Gladstone is la~gely attri
butable to space heati~g and water heati~g within the resi
dential sector and the operation of the automobile within
the transportation sector. The cqmmercial, institutional
and industrial sectors consume only small quantities of
ene~gy due to the, absence of s~gnificant levels of these
activities within the planning area. Gladstone experienced
short~ges in ene+"gy supplies duri~g the 1973 "energy crisis,"
and national forecasts are projecti~g future fuel ~hdrtages.
New housi~g starts within Gladstone have relied inc~easingly
on electricity for space 'and w~ter heati~g and this tr.end
is expected to contin~e. Gladstone residents have experienced
substantial increases in fuel prices for all energy fuel forms
within the past few years and additional price increases are
projected. Future demand for ene~gy will be dependent on
the level of ene~gy consumption realized by existin'g
activities and o~ the additional energy consumption attri
butable to new activities locations within Gladstone.
Problems and Potentials:
Gladstone currently faces problems from energy supply
deficiencies, h~gh ene~gy prices, energy inefficient land
use patterns and ene~gy wasteful lifestyles. The potential
for reduci~g existing demand- for energy is largely dependent
on individual conservation efforts, including altering
lifestyles and reduci~g automobile usage.
Future energy conservation from ~uture activities is
possible thro~gh relyi~g more heavily on ene~gy efficient
land uses and transportation patterns. Higher density
residential, units have less surface area exposure to the
environment than do si~gle-family detached units and are
Existi~g
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L

more ene~gy efficient. Locati~g the h~gher density units
near mass transit facilities potentially could increase
,transit ridership l,evels and improve' mass transit system
operati~g efficiencies".
The" 'provision of adequate com
munity open space 'and recreational facilities could
potentially reduce the residents' need to travel long
distances to reach such facilities'and thereby will re
duce transportation energy consumption.
Ene~gy Conservation Goals:
The applicable LCDC ene~gy conservation goals are:
IILand and uses developed on the land shall be man~ged and
controlled s6 as to max'imize the conservation of all forms
of ene~gy, based upon sound economic principles. L~nd
use planning should combine increasi~g denslty gradients along
high capacity transportation corridors to achieve greater
energy efficiency. Use of renewable ene~gy resources shall
be substituted for use of nonrenewable ene~gy resources
wherever possible. II
The applicable CRAG objectives on energy conserva
tion are that: "The conservation of ene~gy shall be maxi
mized in the development of the land and the uses on the
land. Development of ene~gy-consumi~9' activities shall
minimize the use of non-renewable resources and encourage
the use of ene~gy fr'om renewable ene~gy sources, based on
sound economic principles."
Policies:
1 The City will work towards ~he adoption
of an energy-efficient transportation
system that emphasizes increased use of
mass transit and decreased use of the pri
vate automobile.
Implementation:
Specific policies and implementation strat~gies
identified in the Transportation section (including Policies
1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8) should be used to implement this
policy.
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2

The City will encour~ge high res'idential development
in areas h~vi~g good access to mass transit facilities.

Implementation:
The City should revise 'Gladstone's Zoning Ordinance to
allow for high densit.y residential development as des'cribed in
the Housi~g section.
3

The City will increase insulation' standards in housing
and building codes.
The City should adopt a Gladstone 'Hou'si~g Code and
should revise ~he 'Gladst?ne 'Buildi~g Code appropriately.
(For further el'aboration, refer to the' 'Housing Section.)

--.
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URBANIZATION
Introduction:
Within the present boundaries of Gladstone, there are
1498.93 acres. The present boundaries are quite irregular and
thus irtterferes with th~ efficient provision of public facili
ties and services.
Background:
Within the pres'ent city limits there are approximately
98.96 acres of buildable 'land (see appendix for definition of
Buildable Land). The Portland State Population Cente~ has pro
jected that by the year 2000 there ~ill be about 4,000 more
people livi~g within Gladstone.' On~ of the objectives of this
plan's urbanization policy is to insure that it is consistent
with state and regional goals. These, goals are as follows:
1. C.R.A.G. -- "Land shall be des~gpated within an
urban growth boundary for future 'urban growth to
meet urban population needs forecas'£ed for a mini
mum of 20 years."
I'

2.

"Conversion of urbanizable land shall
L.C.D.C.
be based on consideration of: 1. Orderly, eco
nomic provision for public facilities and services.
2. Needs fo~ housi~g, employment opportunities and
livability. Ii

Policies:
1 The city shall adopt an urban growth boundary, which
include immediate and future growth boundaries so
the map included after the "Planning Area" descrip
tion illustrates our conception of the appropriate
boundaries.
2

The city shall designate an Urban Service Boundary
as depicted op the'map on the following page.

Implementation:
If the various boundaries used in preparation of this
plan are not satisfactory, the city must establish others (by
11#
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February 5, 1978) whichanswe'r the 'followi~g ques'tions:
1. How much vacant land is necessary to accomodate
future growth?
2. How should boundaries be drawn so that police and
fire protection can be delivered more efficiently?
3. How can we 'avoid inc,lusion of schools which are near
capacity and would create an additional fiscal burden on the
city?
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EVALUATION
OF
THE PLAN
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EVALUATION OF THE PLAN
In order to maintain. this comprehensive plan as a viable
plann~n9 tool, the planning department must perform the follow
ing three activities:
1. ' 'Surve'ilTan'ce: Information about the social, economic,
and environmental elements of th~ planni~g area must be kept up
to date in order to allow continuing assessment of the adequacy
of the plan's policies and implementation strategies.
2. "Re'app'ra'i's'al: A yearly review and modification of the
plan's pOlicies and implementation strategies should be made to
insure that they reflect changes occuri~g in the state, region,
and county', a,s well as the city itself.
3. Annu'a'l' 'Rep'o'rt: A yearly report, outlining the positive
and negative impacts the plan has, generated, is necessary. This
report should suggest modificatio~s which will make the plan a
more effective planning tool.
4. Citiz'en Involvement: At all times, plan evaluation
activities must reflect two~way communication between adminis
trators of the plan (City Council, Planni~g Commision, Planning
Staff J City Agency Staff) and the citizens of Gladstone. This
can be accomplished through the c;!itizen Involvement Program,
using citizen advisory committees, public hearings or town meet
ings, and/or other techniques found suitable by the citizen in
volvement coordinator.
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APPENDIX
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THE' SEVEN DAY

A~VENTIST

PROPERTY - STUDY AREA POLICY

The Seven Day Adventist. (st)~) property has the potential
fO'r a major impact on the future of Gladstone, representing 28.8%
of existing vacant buildable land. In order to insure that the
property has ~ ~ositive contribution to enhancing city goal~ as
ownership charujes in' the future, :the City shall designate i;he
property a Sp'6'Q'i:a;L' Plapn:in'g' Ar'eq.. This designatio~ should be
accompanied by a set of al'ternative guidelines which must be
fol>lowed in developinq that S.DA property for a particular use.
The$e gu~delines should be developed by the citizen involvement
proqram, the plartnin~ staff, and the p'lanni~g commissio~ to con-'
form with existing c'ity policies. Ideally, once guidelines are
established for use a potential developer, knowing what those
guidelines are, 'may easi,ly make plans acoeptable to the cit~,
forlni-!1g ~ "one-sl;0pu rpocess for development. The process is
envisioneg to p.roceed as identified below •
•>

PLANNING PHASE'
I., Designate site special planning area
2. Oevelop specific guidelines for use as either
a. Pl'anned Unit Development
b. M~lt'i - family
c. Single family
d., Commercial P.ark
e. Industrial Park
f. A combination of the design'ation ~greeable to
"

~esidents.

PHASE II IMPLEMENTATION PHASE
1. Remove present zoning; cha~,ge to "Special Planning
Area If •
2. .Approve any type ~f develo'pment as lo~g
est.ablished in the, --guj.delines are met.
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